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ARE ARCHITECTS & DESIGNERS 
THE COVID WARRIORS 
FOR BUILDING & INTERIOR SPACES?
Someone was pleasantly surprised when I used 
the term "COVID WARRIORS" for Architects & 
Designers. It was during a pre-webinar discussion 
when I used these words to emphasize on the 
crucial role of architects & interior designers 
during this pandemic.  
"Wow! This feeling of being COVID warriors is so 
amazing. Thanks for the respect," he said.  

I realized how much the discussion in the design 
circle is about "what’s happening," "what will 
happen?" and "what’s not happening" rather than 
the crucial question, "what we can do to create 
safe and liveable spaces for the new normal?"

Times are tough. Times would be tougher if 
the business eco-system is not strengthened by 
understanding the new needs. The time demands 
you have to keep yourself and your work alive 
while supporting and contributing to the business 
ecosystem related to architecture & design. 

SR thinks, architects and designers are the 
warriors for building, architectural and 
design sector. People are looking at them 
with hopes to find solution for spaces.  
As COVID warriors are working tirelessly in 
hospitals, I see opportunities amidst crisis 
for Architects and Designers to come as 
frontline warriors to help houses, offices, 
retail, healthcare and education to restart. 
Collaboration is extremely important with 
the health experts, sanitation experts and 
involving technology experts to fill in the 
gaps which are outside the purview of 
architects. In a time like this when our 
living spaces are challenged, architects 
& designers should collaborate as a 
community of warriors. Our well-decorated 
houses seem inadequate and it can only be 
anticipated that COVID is the start of many 
more challenging times to come.

editorial
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Mobile Friendly Version:  
www.surfacesreporter.com/editorial/apr-2020/editorial

ExpEctations FroM cliEnts

In the last few SR webinars, dignitaries & clients 
who are regularly hiring services of architects 
& designers, were part of Surfaces Reporter’s 
webinars. They shared immense insight on the 
actual requirements post COVID. Studying the 
expectations of the people, SR understood, 
people are clear about their needs but unclear 
if architects & designers can provide solutions 
for the same since situation is new for all. 

Healthcare would need renovations in a 
massive scale. Commercial offices are already 
demanding design interventions for zoning, 
decentralization and ways of physical distancing. 

People living in apartments are looking for 
experts to guide how design can be upgraded to 
deal with the situation. Storage spaces are also 
something to look after as demand for storage 
is rising. There is less focus on closets, more on 
kitchen storages. How more can be done out 
of small spaces has forever been in demand.
COVID has made this demand sour higher.

Everyone is looking for a decent home-
office so homes are getting renovated to add 
storage space, home-office and school areas 
for kids. Co-working spaces are on the rise 
because most people may prefer going to a 
neighbourhood office to work in a seamless 
office environment with all resources. In this 
case, companies are saving on their cost of 
office rent and building for those jobs that do 
not need office space.

Cleanliness of the spaces is the biggest concern 
now-a-days. Clients are looking at architects to 

make their homes with surfaces and products 
which will lead to easy maintenance, quick 
cleaning and safety from microbes & bacteria.

 

rEsponsibility oF  
architEcts and dEsignErs

Surfaces Reporter feels, it is high time, as 
frontrunners of the building design sector, 
architects and designers must brainstorm and 
come up with ideas to make spaces suitable 
for the new normal. They need to focus on 
designing for the ‘new normal’ with out-of-
the-box ideas, better ventilation, anti-bacterial 
materials, touchless products, zoning system, 
with safety in mind so as to mitigate the  
worries over hygiene which is a matter of  
great concern.

The message that post-COVID, architects & 
designers must be consulted for transforming 
spaces, needs to be communicated to the 
masses through right messages and actual 
examples. SURFACES REPORTER (SR) stands 
with the fraternity to support this cause and 
looks forward to ideas, articles, videos & 
suggestions for spreading the same. 

Surfaces Reporter
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We have been following the  
curated articles of the SURFACES 

magazine for quite a long time. We 
love the mix of information about the 
new market material and the curated 

articles of the architects we admire the 
most. Also, it is a very unique effort 
for a magazine to focus equally on 

covering the works of young designers 
as well. We wish SURFACES REPORTER 

best of luck in its ventures! 

AR. VignESh SEkAR
S.T.O MP, Tamil nadu

Surfaces Reporter Magazine is,  
indeed, a much-needed, long-awaited 

publication that celebrates, informs, and 
persuades professionals in the country to 
take notice of new materials and pay to 
them the respect they deserve because 

what architects and interior designers are 
doing could never have been achieved 

without these novel substances being there 
in the first place. New materials as reported 

and discussed in Surfaces Reporter 
Magazine constitute the flesh, bones, and 
skin (surfaces) without which the Body of 

Architecture is inconceivable. 

PROF. DR. S S BhATTi
Former Principle - Chandigarh College of Architecture

You guys are doing a  
fab job to keep the industry 

connected and updated during these 
tough times.keep going.

 

AR ViVEk VAShiShTA 
Myinnospace, Bangalore

SUBSCRIBE TO PRINT & DIGITAL 
COPIES ONLINE

Or buy single issue from www.                           .in

www.SurfacesReporter.com

readers' reviews
Thank you readers for the responses! We can be contacted at hello@surfacesreporter.com

i really liked your magazines and 
like to follow them.

SAlinEE PATRA 
interior Designer, Bangalore   



SURFACES REPORTER (SR) has organised a special LIVE webinar on  
“Demands and New Needs in HI-END RESIDENCES” to capture the current market 
changes in the luxury residential market, in conversation with the frontliners of the 
industry. This webinar received huge viewership of 10,000+ views through various 

channels of SR. Along with this super lineup of speakers from architecture & design, 
this discussion had the presence of dignitaries who represented as clients from the top 
luxury segment – renowned kathak dancer Dr Padmashri Guru Shovana Narayan, Manoj 

Barthwal, Executive Director from ONGC, and Tushar Aggarwal, Director, Paramount 
Wires & Cables Ltd. Along with the webinar coverage, here we have added exclusive 

glimpses of some High-end luxury Houses designed or owned by the architects 
themselves. To see the entire coverage wait for our next edition.  

New Market & Needs aFter COVId

HigH-End  

REsidEntial  
PRojEcts

SURFACES REPORTER 
- COvER STORy -
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he ongoing pandemic has hit the economical 
and social scenario at large. As the world 
was locked within their living spaces of 
homes, technology had made it possible to 
stay connected with the outside world and 
continue the lives. This situation also brought 
in light the shortcomings of the current 
dwellings. With the pandemic hitting hard, 
not only the prices of the luxury residences 
are seeing a decline, but the fundamentals of 
the interiors & spaces are subject to major 
shifts as well. 

The dwellings, that were built to relax and 
spend quality time with families at the end of 
a harsh day spent in offices or otherwise, are 

T
aR HiREn PatEl 

Hiren Patel architects, ahmedabad
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aR HiREn PatEl

I think everybody  
is going to be more conscious 

about the hygiene, whether 
it’s a 1 BHK apartment or a 
private villa and we will look 
for the spaces that are easy 

to maintain. 

Hiren Patel architects

Designed by Hiren Patel  
Architects, this modern single-
family residence is situated in  

Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.

The Urbane house

now striving to be much more. The architectural design of our 
homes has a huge impact on our well-being during trying times 
like this, if not otherwise. Hence, understanding the new needs 
is paramount in order to move forward. There are many changes 
that need to be done in homes due to the current predicaments 
of our lives, such as building a dedicated workspace, which is 
more efficient, self-sufficient kitchens & open-to-sky spaces 
closed to nature with cross-ventilation in focus.

The concept of “Work From Home” has now become a norm. 
While there are some areas of work that cannot be done 
without being physically on site, there are plenty of works that 
don’t demand so. Thus, the work-life regime is going to see a 
huge change. Entertainment, much like a theatre experience, 
to be included as a part of the living space, is going to see a 
huge surge in demand. The lavish interiors are taking a more 
practical approach and also becoming more inclusive. Artificial 
Intelligence will play a huge role and even the colour scheme will 
be affected post COVID.
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tHE mango 
HousE By  
aR PuRan kumaR

aR PuRan kumaR 
 Principal at studio Pka
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Ar Puran Kumar, Principal at Studio PKA 
believes in creating spaces that exude a strong 
sense of place and identity. The Mango House 
has been christened ‘Pool’– referring not just 
to the swims, but to the talent, skills, and most 
importantly the pool of ideas that people bring 
in with them. The unwavering desire to allow 
the house to blend in and become one with 
the land is accentuated by the earthy tones of 
exposed brick and concrete that complement 
the verdant landscape around it.
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Kelly Wearstler, Founder and Principal of Kelly Wearstler is an American Designer . This residence shown above is situated at the Malibu Beach 
incoming tide, belonging to Kelly Wearstler and her family, signifies a new wave in the designer’s style. The home has a castaway allure with a sun-
bleached colour palette, consisting of shades of driftwood taupe, misty gray, watery green, and shell pink. The Wave-patterned marble walls evoke the 
feeling of abstract art and chunky, modernist furniture.

HomE officEs
People have been using their study room mostly 
for home-offices for working from home, yoga, 
meditation, exercise, etc. However, having your 
family around makes concentration on work 
difficult to attain.

While, some people may have worked from their 
bedrooms claiming full attention to work, the 
practice is alluding and more distractive. Therefore, 
the need of a dedicated space—if not an entire 
room—meant only for work with proper work 
table, internet connection and desk space will be a 
focal point for designers post-Covid.

HomE automation
When it comes to automation, kitchen and home-
offices are not the only spaces to be updated. The 
role of AI in terms of every utility to lessen the 
contact with surfaces of appliances is going to be 
huge. Remote-controlled devices are going to be 
upgraded to voice controlled more likely.

Kelly Wearstler
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HasslE-fREE intERioRs 
and suRfacEs
The surfaces of furniture and overall spcaes such as 
wallpapers, floorings, ply, sunmicas etc. are going to 
be a serious concern while designing. A conscious 
choice will have to be made by the designers post 
lockdown about the surfaces and their qualities. 
High-maintenance materials are not likely to find a 
buyer in the near future. Materials such as Premium 

Malibu Beach House by Kelly Wearstler

nisHa jamVwal

Self-help has become the new norm because staff,  
helps, assistants are all going to be in their own spaces for security purposes. This 
enhances the need of AI (artificial Intelligence) at home. For instance, I always had 
a mini robot to help clean up at home because I don’t like to impose on my staff. 

Currently, I have upgraded the robotic technology in my home so that it becomes not 
only more hygienic but also more self-reliant.

Columnist, designer, Brand Consultant, Influencer

Wooden floorings, stones, tiles, will be centerstage for 
their immunity against germs and dust.

Carpets are likely to become just another piece  of art 
and treated as an extravaganza. Although,  
Ar Hiren Patel presented the hope that carpet 
companies might come up with a solution for that 
soon. “Every product designers will be working in 
terms of making their products easy to maintain, 
having better life and free from germs,” he said.
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HygiEnE must
As the Covid strok, the entire world became 
conscious about dust, germs and hygiene in 
general, way more than it used to be. In luxury 
homes and villas, inevitably with the presence of a 
large number of staf working round the clock for 
various purposes, maintaining hygiene becomes 
even more important. 

“Now people will become conscious of the 
hygiene, and as designers we will be making 
places that are more hygienic for even the people 
working in the house. Even from the owner’s 
perspective that request will surely arise,” says  
Ar Hiren Patel. He strongly feels that the 
servants’ quarters will be paid much more 
attention while designing than that of pre-Covid.

Ar Bobby Mukherji also feels, “Space for 
household help becomes very important 
because you want them to stay-at-home like 
a family member, protected from the outside 
world in order to protect your family from 
the outside infection. The less they go out, the 
safer for you feel from them. So you need to 
create a comfortable space for them. It is your 
responsibility to take care of these things. These 
will also be a must-have in a luxury home in the 
coming time.”

Payal Kapoor’s own home has a classic contemporary feeling. The pieces of art have been collected over a 
period of time, during the designer’s travel across the globe. The Venetian mirrors, Art by masters like Raza, 
MF Hussain, Satish Gujral or Ramachandran or KIRAN Mohindra - all are collected over the years.

aR BoBBy mukHERji

I think designer will focus 

more on creating work spaces 

at homes even if it’s small 

apartment or studio. Space for 

household help becomes very 

important because you want 

them to stay-at-home like a 

family member, protected from 

the outside world in order to 

protect your family from the 

outside infection.
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Principal designer, Visions, New delhi
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Sun House by SAV studio

In terms of hygiene, a lot of value engineering is also going to be 
included in the future spaces. Pallavi Dean, Roar, Dubai, shared 
her experience with sR, “We have been working on a spa, where 
the filtration system used is super expensive, which was for value 
engineering. Likewise, the antimicrobial paints we were using, we 
thought it was a good-to-have but now it is a must-have.”  

She further added, “So, I think when we consider luxury, it has to 
be some long-term solutions. Filtration systems, air purification, 
decompression zones in your own home and things in general that 
has longevity are going to be more important than ever.”

multifunctional  and  
acoustically alignEd sPacEs
“I think that we always want to look for an agile space that is 
multifunctional, adoptable, can cater to different needs”, says 
Pallavi Dean, Roar, Dubai. She also shared that the kind of 
modern open architecture we were going for previously may  
see a major change due to acoustic flows. 

The designs of the dwellings are needed to do more than only 
de-cluttering. The lockdown will entail a spatial reconfiguration 
towards more open spaces for the needs such as exercise and 
family gatherings or just to be able to be in a same place as your 
family and friends keeping social distance in mind (or to be able 
to be in your own zone even being in common space with others).  
“Our home is very modern, with an open plan. All the spaces 
flow into each other. So the acoustics are nightmare, which I 
never noticed before. I can hear my kids, my dog, everyone while w
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working. It made me think that maybe I would go for more 
traditional closed spaces,” Pallavi added.

Adding to the need of multifunctional spaces at homes,  
Ar Hiren Patel also said, “We have to actually become very 
sensitive in totality and instead of adding unconsciously, we 
have to see how we make multiple uses.” 

He also feels that the spatial approach needs to be changed 
and your work doesn’t need to be generated from a restraint 
of space, especially when you work from home. Giving a 
glimpse of a change, he shared, “In India, people are more 
informal, compared to companies abroad, like Dubai or so. 
In our office we sit down on the floor and do the meetings. 
Most of our clients say they would sit for that kind of floor 
meetings only. so you have to break the spatial approach 
and as long as you are good at the design, the result of 
work is all that matters.” 

nEEd foR PRiVacy
Too much proximity  also becomes the enemy of love. This 
phenomenon is much applied in the current scenario. As the 
entire family with different age groups spends all their time 
under a single roof, the need for some privacy to conduct 
their own means of living becomes undeniable.  

“Privacy has become a big issue”, says Nisha Jamwval, “My 
clients are reaching out to ask how can we create space for 
themselves because, you don’t want to be interacting all the 
time, how much ever you love your people. You want that 
sense of space to do your own things.” 

Image courtesy: twitter.com
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She further added, “I had seen a trend since a year ago  
where builders have started creating not one, but two 
master bedrooms, to avoid any difference between the 
couple over bringing work to bedroom.”  

This trend along with the rising stress and anxiety is sure 
to be picked up by a large number of people. 

moVing out fRom citiEs
The pandemic has made people crave for a break from 
crowded cities and reach back to nature. While it is not 
possible for every socio-economic group of the society, for 
those who can afford, a second home, or even a permanent 
home outside the city will be an optimum option. 

 
“The idea is that the suburb living spaces should not 
be too far away from the main working places, like a 
metro city so that too much time will not be wasted 
in commuting.The trend of moving in the suburbs has 
already been seen in many developed countries. People 
have been working this way since many years,”  
says Bobby Mukherji.

Giving an example of this trend, he added, “We designed 
a large weekend condominium Complex on the outskirts 
Bombay in Mud Island for the Raheja’s called Raheja’s 
Exotica. We had designed that entire environment with 
a resort like development meant only for weekend use. 
But after 15 years when you actually see the statistics, 
you realise that 30% of these apartments and villas are 
permanently occupied. People have moved in there for 
good. They have houses in cities but they like to be in the 
outskirts, due to clean air and environment”.

aR nitin killawala 
director, 67 architects and Planners, Mumbai
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The residence of Ar Nitin Killawala at Mumbai, ‘Smriti 57’ is located 
on a small plot. Steel as a construction material of the residence offers 
tremendous flexibility in planning, speed of construction as well as an 
opportunity in expressing ‘structural aesthetics’.

PallaVi dEan
roar, dubai 

Our home is very modern, with an 
open plan. All the spaces flow into 
each other. So the acoustics are 
nightmare, which I never noticed 

before. I can hear my kids, my dog, 
everyone while working. It made me 
think that maybe I would go for more 

traditional closed spaces.

Hiren Patel also concluded on this concern saying, 
“There are a lot of courageous people who would 
like to go outskirts including many youngsters 
will do that. In Europe, there are people who live 
in small towns and journey to the main city for 
work once a week. I believe that similar system 
will soon happen in India as well.”

EfficiEncy of woRk
As the pandemic created a labour unrest and a 
sudden break from the ongoing practices, coming 
back to the norm is going to take special efforts and 
while we are at it, keeping work efficiency in mind 
will be paramount. With most workers already 
headed to their home villages, the construction in 
the cities becomes costlier.  
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The residence of Ar Dipen Gada
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the residence of aR diPEn gada 
in Vadodara, Gujarat, is designed 
keeping in the mind the concept 

of bold minimalism. the Green 
Landscape on the terrace seems a 

great buffer for the house.

aR diPEn 
gada

Principal designer, dipen 
Gada & associates, 

Vadodara
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Companies 
should come 
up to produce 

more world-class 
products in India to 

cater the taste of 
new India and  

hi-end production 
will increase.

“In terms of building materials with the short supply of 
construction workers, now I can see that people are going 
to be very conscious because the labour costs are going to 
be going up, at least for some time till we find the solution 
to this issue”, shared Bobby Mukherji.

This unrest will make a trend in terms of choosing 
materials. He believes,“The building materials that require 
least amount of labour in terms of man hours will become 
more attractive for instance flooring that can done in half-
a-day. Such solutions will take the centerstage.”

Bobby pointed out the efficiency of construction abroad 
and feels that India needs to adopt certain traits at earliest. 
“The time taken for construction in UAE is one third or 
one fourth than that of India. They are following the best 
practices from the US and Europe and they are able to 
produce projects in a very short period of time”.

This level of efficiency only can be achieved with proper 
planning and materials, that can allow the construction 
process to move in a faster pace. 

madE in india
India is going through a shift to cultivate a strong home 
grown supply system for the  past few years and after the 
lockdown this shift will be more apparent. Furnishing  
homes with products collected from around the world is 
going to see a stiff decline. Products available in India will 
improve many folds as well will cater  to the world-class 
population that India holds today.  

The building materials 
that require least amount 
of labour in terms of man 
hours will become more 
attractive for instance 

flooring that can done in 
half-a-day. Such solutions 
will take the centerstage.
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“The basic shell of your house should get ready at site and the 
rest of this decoration stuff from the home-grown artisans can 

come in from outside (from their villages). It is the most efficient 
way of creating or buying a home now.”

Sun House by SAV studio

amita kulkaRni & 
VikRant tikE

Founders, studio amita Vikrant, Goa
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Advocating for the Indian Artisans, Hiren Patel said,  

“We are a country of great heritage, 

artists with excellent crafts. We 

have so many skilled artisans 

and designers, it is our duty and 

responsibility to take care of these 

people. We have to find a system.”

Agreeing with the notion, Bobby  Mukherji added, 

“The last handful people left of the 

karigars will cease to exist if not 

taken care of.  Then we would have to 

import people to work from outside 

countries like Philippines, Cambodia 

etc. So we should protect them”.

Malibu Beach House by Kelly Wearstler

Sun House by SAV studio
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“It’s my humble request to the learned 
architects that while designing luxury 
houses for the high end clients, let’s start 
to reproduce materials and design ideas 
that are cost-effective and can get one 
a home at a very competitive price for 
those who are not fortunate enough.”

“Be very sensitive, caring and respectable to all 
the artisans, while using the great creativity of 
Indian people. I urge architects and others to create 
opportunities for artists in their projects. Among 
the change that classical artisist studio needs after 
COVID, we have had this home Studio created 
and realised what a nightmare for an artist to have 
mirrors everywhere. Having mirrors all around the 
studio doesn’t help to shoot or go online and they are 
certainly not camera friendly. So we need to design 
spaces that are both camera friendly and can have 
mirrors to view our performances.”

“My first requirement post COVID is a decent 
home office which can be seamless in its function 
and gives me the peace-of-mind with the feeling 
of work environment. With the notion of work 
from home happening right now, we should rely 
on artificial intelligence more and decrease our 
reliance on human helps. We need to create an 
ecosystem so that people can work from homes.”

Executive Director & Head Academy, ONGC

Renowned Kathak Dancer

Director, Paramount  
Wires & Cables Ltd

manoj BaRtHwal

dR. sHoVana naRayan

tusHaR  
aggaRwal

Padmashri Guru

DIGNITARIES OUTSIDE THE 
ARCHITECT AND DESIGNER 
COMMUNITY AND GUESTS OF 
SURFACES REPORTER SHARED 
INSIGHTS WITH ARCHITECTS 
& DESIGNERS FOR BETTER 
UNDERSTANDING THE NEED AND 
DEMAND - DESIGNING LUXURY 
RESIDENCES FOR THE NEW 
NORMAL POST COVID-19
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Mr Barthwal has shared his beautiful 
home in Dehradun filled with plants and 
flowers where he is living with his wife. His 
message to the architecture fraternity was:

Some images are taken from Google.
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BV Doshi anD alVaro siza
Bijoy jain anD Manuel Mateus

“Portugal-inDia, Faraway so close” 

The two-day e-talk series on 21st & 22nd July 2020 under the 
theme of “Portugal-India, Faraway so close” with stalwarts 
of architecture concluded amidst enlightening talks, learning, 
possibilities and viewpoints, were extremely successful 

and immensely loved. His Excellency, Carlos Pereira Marques, 
Ambassador of Portugal in India, gave the welcome speech. 

Towards the end, talking about this wonderful talk series,  
His Excellency, Carlos Pereira Marques, Ambassador 
of Portugal in India, said 

“What struck me most in the two 
e-talks was the affinity of views, the 
quasi-brotherhood, between the Indian 
and Portuguese architects, in the way 

they approach Architecture, in all its 
practical and philosophical quests. 
It entirely proved how right was the 
title of the talks “India-Portugal: 
faraway so close”! A good omen for 
closer collaboration among our two 
countries, also in the universal field  
of Architecture!”
SURFACES REPORTER (SR) was the Media and Broadcast 
partner for the e-talk series and the session went LIVE on the 
Embassy of Portugal and SR Facebook pages as well as Youtube 
channel. Both days, the Q&A session was moderated by  
Vertica Dvivedi, Editor-in-Chief of the architecture &  
design news portal.

Curated by Rajendra Kumar, Director, School of Architecture, 
Noida International University, this session was an initiative by 
the Embassy of Portugal wherein there were moderated talks and 
open dialogues with renowned architects from Portugal and India. 

He said “India and Portugal have long historical ties. There 
are influences of the architecture of India and Portugal in the 
respective nation. One can see great examples of Portuguese 
architecture and history in India, more significantly in 
Goa. Indian architects have designed landmark buildings 
in Portugal. Lisbon Islami Centre by Raj Rewal and 
Champalimaud Centre by Charles Correa. I tried to bring 
legends of Indian and Portuguese architects who are a 
great representative of the country through their exemplary 
architecture languages and intricacy in their work.

Aficionados of the esteemed panelists in 36 nations from all 
continents had watched these sessions live and shared their 
massive feedbacks with SURFACES REPORTER where they 
said that both the sessions were very informative, interactive, 
inspirational and filled with great perspectives.

On the first day of E-talk series, there was an edifying exchange 
of dialogue between two global legends, Alvaro Siza, Portugal 
(Pritzker laureate 1992) & B.V. Doshi, India (Pritzker laureate 
2018) talking about their philosophy of architecture which is 
very much rooted in traditions. It was a historic moment to 
listen to both legends for all architects, and aspiring ones across 
the world. Rajeev Kathpalia and Nuno Grande moderated  
the session. 
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B.V. DOSHI ÁLVARO SIZA
India, Pritzker Laureate 2018 Portugal, Pritzker Laureate 1992

CuRAtOR

Rajendra Kumar

Director, School of Architecture, 

NIu, India

MODeRAtOR

Rajeev Kathpalia

Partner, Vãstu Shilpã Consultans 

India

MODeRAtOR

Nuno Grande 

university of Coimbra 

Portugal

LIVe Q&A SeSSION

Vertica Dvivedi

editor-in-Chief

Surfaces Reporter, India

IndIa - portugal, faraway so close
e-tALk SerIeS, SeSSIon #1, 21 JuLy 2020

Hosted by Media Partner 21 July 2020

05:00 pm (ISt), 12:30 pm(GMt+1)

live facebook:https://www.facebook.com/embassyofportugalnewdelhi

You tube live: https://www.youtube.com/user/insttcamoe

Registration link:https://forms.gle/1QmhVkw1VZZ7AAXp9

Surfaces Reporter
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IndIa-portugal, faraway so close
e-tALk SerIeS, SeSSIon #2, 22 JuLy 2020

BIJOY JAIN MANueL AIReS MAteuS
Studio Mumbai, India Aires Mateus e Associados, Portugal

CuRAtOR

Rajendra Kumar

Director, School of Architecture, 

NIu, India

Hosted by Media Partner

MODeRAtOR

Vandana Sehgal

Principal and Dean

FoAP, AKtu Lucknow, India

MODeRAtOR

Nuno Grande

university of Coimbra

Portugal

LIVe Q&A SeSSION

Vertica Dvivedi

editor-in-Chief

Surfaces Reporter, India

22 July 2020

05:00 pm (ISt), 12:30 pm(GMt+1)

live facebook:https://www.facebook.com/embassyofportugalnewdelhi

You tube live: https://www.youtube.com/user/insttcamoe

Registration link:https://forms.gle/1QmhVkw1VZZ7AAXp9

SR Event
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The second day of this wonderful e-talk session 
brought together Manuel Aires Mateus, Portugal & 
Bijoy Jain India, to the fore, where they discussed 
their design philosophies, innovations, and 
reflections on global trends. Vandana Sehgal and 
Nuno Grande moderated the second session of the 
e-talks between India and Portugal.

SR will cover the extensive talks in the form of 
articles with inputs from the conversations between 
the legends. Both days of exciting talks series ended 
with lots of information and new learning.

In this release, we are sharing some of the interesting 
quotes by the architects:

Responding to the moderators who asked about 
role of architects in social participation, BV Doshi 
said, “If you really want to get people to develop 
community, reputation, culture, one needs to have 
participation. And what I tried to do in Indore was a 
participatory process by which you change the whole 
notion of the architecture that architecture is what 
an architect designs. Architecture is where people 
celebrate life and I think this is something which I 
tried to do and I think that has been very successful.”

In response to the Ambassador of Portugal’s 
question, Bijoy Jain responded, “For me it’s not 
about boundaries, local or international that 
connects us together, it is what motivates you 
to create new things. I think if there is affection, 
then there are no boundaries and it doesn’t matter 
whether it is in India, Portugal or Spain or for that 
matter in any other place geographically. Affection 
creates a sort of agility that allows you to be 
predisposed, allow you to move into that, to absorb 
things that are in the sort of constant motion.”

In response to the same question, Manuel Mateus 
said, “There’s one phrase I heard once, in order to 
be international, you need to be local. In a certain 
way we need to carry our backgrounds in our works 
and I think an architect should always respond to 
the situation.” People loved the upclose and personal 
chat between BV Doshi and Alvaro Siza. In 
response to one of the questions about architecture, 
he said, “If you do not enjoy architecture, you should 
not do it.

Rajeev Kathpalia, Vandana Sehgal and Nuno Grande 
asked questions encompassing various aspects, 
followed by Q&A session by Vertica Dvivedi. 

During the end, Manuel Mateus gave message to the 
young architects to be resilient in their work and be 
patient during this time of pandemic.

Nuno Grande from Portugal shared his reflection of 
the two-day online talks and expressed his gratitude 
for allowing him to be a part of these stimulating 

sessions, “The e-talks brought together two 
generations of Indian and Portuguese architects with 
common interests. At a time when the hegemonic 
effects of globalization are being questioned, it is 
interesting to see how these creators envisage the 
world from their own places of origin, although 
always from a ‘universalist’ understanding. What 
brings Indian architecture closer to the Portuguese? 
Balkrishna Doshi and Álvaro Siza recalled the 
architect’s social role in thinking of the habitat 
for the impoverished populations; Bijoy Jain and 
Manuel Mateus proposed a phenomenological look 
at architecture, thinking the contemporary space 
as a ‘palimpsest’ of ancestral layers of living. The 
e-talks showed how making architecture implies a 
mixture of joy and pain. Drawing, dreaming and 
realizing, as Doshi and Siza; learning, teaching and 
accomplishing as Bijoy and Mateus! In architecture 
we are ‘always students’ as pointed out by professors 
Jain and Mateus; or ‘eternal children’ as held 
by masters Doshi and Siza. It was an amazing 
experience. Thanks to you all for this opportunity!”

Rajendra Kumar, Director, School of Architecture, 
Noida International University, gave a concluding 
remark while showing gratitude to both the eminent 
panelists and audience for being a part of this super 
e-talk event, “It was very much enriching experience 
to interact with such great legends of architecture. 
It was attended by live audiences across the world, 
36 countries from all continents. It shows the 
magnificence and importance of legends. I express 
my sincere thanks to all speakers in both of the 
sessions and the moderators.”

Vertica Dvivedi, editor-in-chief, Surfaces Reporter 
magazine says, “It is not often that one gets to listen 
to the legends in architecture in an informal and 
open setup. There was learning, understanding 
of new meanings, and insights that surely got 
deeply embedded into the minds of people who 
attended it. Presence of people from 36 countries 
proves the magnitude of the e-talks. BV Doshi & 
Alvaro Siza’s conversation is like learning several 
chapters in architecture. Bijoy Jain and Manuel 
Mateus never cease to inspire. My sincere thanks 
to the Ambassador of Portugal, His Excellency 
Carlos Pereira Marques for initiating this talks 
and Rajendra Kumar for excellent curation! These 
talks were made deeply interactive by the amazing 
moderators, Rajeev Kathpalia, Nuno Grande and 
Vandana Sehgal who vehemently conducted the 
sessions. I also take the opportunity the thank the 
team of Embassy of Portugal in New Delhi  for 
the nice arrangements and the backend team of 
SURFACES REPORTER including Madhurima  
for relentlessly handling registrations and technical  
setup for broadcasting.”

Surfaces Reporter
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‘A Man without Mask’

For an architect, it is always a great achievement if his 
creations are imprinted in the minds of the people.  
This kind of feat was achieved by Ar Pradeep Sachdeva 
when he designed iconic public spaces like The Garden 

of Five Senses and Delhi Haat. An alumni of IIT-Roorkee,  
he was an expert in designing public spaces and giving an urban 
outlook the heritage precincts while retaining their soul,  
Ar Sachdeva left for heavenly abode during the early hours of 
May 31st, 2020 due to heart attack. Surfaces Reporter (SR) feels 
it is a great loss to the Indian Architecture Fraternity, a void 
which cannot be filled.

A trailblazer in true sense
He was a man who gave public spaces a new meaning as his 
spaces rediscovered the Indian roots through the local crafts and 

indigenous materials and bringing them to the urban setting.  
An unconventional design approach and bringing alive some of 
the most mundane sites is one of the biggest quality of his works. 
One of his most famous creations, Delhi Haat at Aurobindo 
Marg, the food and crafts Bazaar has emerged as one of Delhi’s 
most loved urban leisure spaces. Designed to be a public space- 
it is a platform for showcasing regional crafts and food of 
India. The popularity of the space is such that every state in the 
country wants to emulate at least one Delhi Haat in their city. 
He had also received National Award for Promotion of Barrier 
Free Environment in 2005 for the same. Later, he also designed 
another Delhi Haat in Pitampura area of North-West Delhi.

Ar Pradeep Sachdeva grew up in Meerut, Uttar Pradesh and 
schooled in Mussorie. Post his graduation from IIT-Roorkee 
in 1980, he worked with some of the prominent names of that 

A tribute to  
Ar PrAdeeP SAchdevA

SR Tribute
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One of his most famous creations, Delhi Haat at Aurobindo  
Marg, the food and crafts Bazaar has emerged as one of Delhi’s 
most loved urban leisure spaces. The popularity of the space is 
such that every state in the country wants to emulate at least 

one Delhi Haat in their city. 

time including Christopher Charles Benninger. 
He came from the generation of architects who 
found and created some of the most interesting 
buildings in the village settlements nestled in 
and around prominent urban sprawls. 

His office first in Khirki extension and later in 
Aya Nagar was an institution in itself for the 
budding architects. 

Many notable figures condoled his sudden 
demise including Delhi Deputy Chief Minister 
Manish Sisodia who tweeted, “The spaces he 
created have become architectural landmarks for 
our city brought alive by his imaginative design.”

Describing his nature, notable sustainable 
architect, yatin Pandya, Principal, 
FOOtPRINtS E.A.R.t.H, said, “There are 
some who talk of what to do. There are some who 
talk about what they do. There are some who do 
what others only talk of and yet not talk about it. 
Pradeepji was one such gentle soul who believed 
in human values and then believed in doing what 
he believed in. His works spoke for him because 
they spoke not of eccentricity of the creator but 
of humane values that it got created after. He 
believed in journey not the destination.” 

Ar Sonali Bhagwati, who was a colleague and 
known Ar Sachdeva for almost thirty years 
admired him for his understanding of nature. 
She said, “We have known Pradeep Sachdev since 
30 yrs and have seen his journey from his little 
office in khirki village to the wonderful organic 
work space at Aya Nagar. I always admired his 
use of natural materials and the forms created. 
His passing is a huge loss to the fraternity.”

Some of the other creations of Ar Pradeep 
Sachdeva included Garden of Five Senses New 
Delhi; Street development, and Godavari 
riverfront development at Nanded; taj usha 
Kiran Palace Gwalior; New spa at the ItC 
Mughal Agra; Samode Palace and Samode 
Haveli in Jaipur. Most recently he was involved 
in to pedestrianize the busy lanes of the heart of 
Delhi, i.e., Chandni Chowk.

Client: Delhi Tourism & Transportation Development Corporation

Date: 1992 - 1994

Area: 2.4 Hectares (6 Acres)

Awards:  PATA Gold Medal (1995) & National Award for Promotion of 
Barrier Free Environment (2005)

The ‘Dilli Haat’ - a food & crafts bazaar has emerged as one of Delhi’s most 
loved urban leisure spaces. Designed to be a public space- it is a platform 
for showcasing regional crafts and food of India. The site was reclaimed by 
covering a storm water drain with a slab. Dilli Haat is a place of celebration; 
an ever-changing kaleidoscope of crafts and cuisines from different parts 
of India. In 2003 Dilli Haat became one of the first public places in the 
country to be made completely barrier-free.

Some of the NotAble ProjectS 
by Ar PrAdeeP SAchdevA

dilli hAAt, AurobiNdo 
mArg, New delhi

Surfaces Reporter
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Client: Delhi Tourism & Transportation  
Development Corporation

year: 1995 - 2003

Area: 8.1 Hectares (20 Acres)

Awards: Indian Building Congress’ Award for 
Excellence in Built Environment (2003); Exhibited at 
the Design Biennale 2004, St.Etienne, France

The Garden of Five Senses is a large public space for 
the city of Delhi where people can come to unwind 
and relax. People of all genres find something in the 
garden they can relate to and enjoy. It is an effort to 
create a democratic space which would benefit all 
sections of the society.

It looks at the wider perspective of ‘Garden as Public 
Space’. There is a broad range of areas, from the more 
intense activity zones, like the food courts and shops, 
to contemplative zones, like the fragrant gardens, 
colour gardens, and the Lily Pool. The project is one 
of India’s largest commissions of public art featuring 
works of over 25 artists. The garden has been planned 
to respect the natural ecological features of the site - 
the native plants and the beautiful rocky ridge outcrop. 

The Garden of five SenSeS 
Said-ul-azaib, new delhi

Over 200 species of plants create a rich collage of form, 
colour and texture. The aim was to create a balance 
between the built and unbuilt as well as the man-made 
and the natural. The architecture may be described 
as quirky and fun, where the traditional brick and 
stonework is offset by quixotic concrete columns, 
mosaic work and dramatic planting effects. It bagged 
the  Indian Building Congress’ Award for Excellence 
in Built Environment 2003.

SR Tribute
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Client: Municipal Corporation of Delhi

(Ongoing)

Area: 28.3Hectares (70 Acres)

Jama Masjid – the Friday Mosque – is the religious heart of the walled city of 
Shahjahanabad. The master plan for the area between the Jama Masjid and Red Fort, 

intends to revive the public realm in this heritage precinct.

Jama masJid Precinct  
redevelopmenT, delhi

many messages for  
ar pradeep Sachdeva shared 
with Surfaces reporter (Sr) 

“A very sensitive architect planner to 
Environment and people. He was more 
aware of Human movement in Space and 
relevant to Time.”

ar KriShna rao JaiSim, benGaluru

Surfaces Reporter
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“There are some who talk of what to do. There are some who 
talk about what they do. There are some who do what others 
only talk of and yet not talk about it. Pradeepji was one such 
gentle soul who believed in human values and then believed 
in doing what he believed in. His works spoke for him because 
they spoke not of eccentricity of the creator but of humane 
values that it got created after. He believed in journey and not 
the destination. He traversed path, often the ones uncharted, 
which inspired others to emulate. His creations being people 
centric they became civic commodity for which users and 
citizens vouch for. Enviable honour any creator would long 
of. With creations like Delhi haat, Garden of five senses, 
Bhikhaji Cama streets, riverfront and urban renewal projects 
having been realised and in short span becoming part of the 
collective memory of the citizen. In fact popular landmarks of 
contemporary times, designated him as the true urbanist.  
The people’s designer. Plurality, humanity and sustainability 
were the core values of his creation as well as his own 
existence. As person, his humility was instant to rub on 
people, even the first time visitors, or more so fellow 
professionals who felt like confiding with him rather than 
sense of rivalry. His trusting nature as well as encouraging 
spirit boosted morale of many contemporaries as much as the 
young. His unspoken words yet innocence of body language 
projected him to be very accessible as person as much as his 
designs felt accessible to the masses. I feel honoured to have 
met him in person and encouraged by his kind and generous 
words of appreciation. Thank you Pradeepji, you would be with 
us always through your demonstrative creations, for having 
charted paths in untrodden territories and for leading by 
action. Thank you for having been here on this planet.”

“Ar Pradeep sachdeva was inspiring 
architect for creative designs of 

public spaces. We all are going to 
miss him and pray for his peaceful 

onward journey”

ar prem naTh 
 pna, mumbai

“We have known Pradeep Sachdev 
since 30 yrs and have seen his 

journey from his little office in khirki 
village to the wonderful organic work 
space at AyaNagar. I always admired 
his use of natural materials and the 
forms created. His passing is a huge 

loss to the fraternity.  RIP.”

ar Sonali bhaGwaTi 
preSidenT, deSiGn pluS 

archiTecTure, delhi
ar YaTin pandYa, principal 
fooTprinTS e.a.r.T.h

SR Tribute
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TO The PassiOn, PersisTance & PrOwess Of 

Ar. revAthi KAmAth  
Most people recognize her as a pioneer of ‘Mud Architecture’ in India, someone who gave it a 

new dimension. However, as an architect as well as a person, she was much more. A person who 
wouldn’t hesitate calling a spade a spade, with an unmatched sensitivity towards nature and her 
craft is something we always will remember about her. WADE ASIA and Surfaces Reporter (SR) 
have been associated with architect Revathi Kamath through her works. She was the receipent 

of the WADE ASIA Sustainability Champion Award in 2018. She has also been the recipient of the 
prestigious Aga Khan Award. This article is a heartfelt tribute to the great architect with some 

not so known facts about the architect which she reveled during her presentation at WADE ASIA. 
If you have knew her well or have a message to share about Ar. Revathi Kamath  and her work, 

please write to us at press@surfacesreporter.com

a TribuTe bY waDe asia & surfaces rePOrTer

October 2nd, 1955 - July 21st, 2020

Surfaces Reporter
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Early InfluEncEs & lovE  
for archItEcturE
Born into a Tamil Brahmin family in Bhubaneshwar, Revathi 
Kamath’s initial year with her Engineer Grandfather paved a 
way for her becoming an architect in later life. Her grandfather 
who was the Chief Engineer at New Town, was very interested 
in architecture and thus used to subscribe a lot of architecture 
magazines. Since she lived with her grandparents, she was 
contantly in touch with those books that gave her an indepth 
exposure to the subject that kindled a desire to be an architect. 
Flipping through the pages of those books, Ar Kamath was 
familiar with names like Robert Venturi, Bruce goof, 
Frederick J. Kiesler and Frank lloyd Wright at very early in 
her growing years and thus deepened her understanding of 
different forms of architecture. Her father, who too was a civil 
engineer, was working on the Hirakud Dam, so Revathi spent 
her time in Bengaluru as well as surrounding tribal areas, that 
shaped her understanding and made her sensitive towards the 
organic forms of architecture.

Talking about her early years, during a conference, she said, 
“As far back as my memory takes me, I had always wanted 
to be an architect. From the age of about five to sixteen, my 
annual holidays in Bangalore were spent browsing through my 
grandfather’s architectural journals. I would drown in the world 
of Frank Lloyd Wright, Bruno Taut, Bruce Goff, Oscar Niemeyer, 
Fredrick Kiesler and Eric Mendelsohn. Keisler’s Endless House 
is ensconced in my subconscious, and Kenzo Tange, whose 
incredible stadia were imprinted on a medallion that I wore 
around my neck through my college days.”

She did her Bachelors in Architecture (1977) from the School 
of Planning and Architecture (SPA), Delhi when on a trip to 
Kerala, she came across the works of laurie Baker. That was 
a transformative trip for her as it was when after seeing the 
examples of Vernacular Architecture, she decided what she had 

to do in her life. Later she did her Post Graduation in Urban 
and Regional Planning (1981) too from SPA. During this time, 
Ar Kamath began working with the Group for Rural and Urban 
Planning, in partnership with Vasant Kamath, Romi Khosla, 
and Narendra Dengle where later in 1981, she opened her own 
studio with architect Vasant Kamath by the name of Revathi 
and Vasanth Kamath which later came to be known as “Kamath 
Design studio – architecture, Planning and Environment” 
(2005) after the joining of their son Ayodh Kamath.

At the building site, she remembered the words of Mahatma 
Gandhi, when he said, ‘Recall the face of the poorest and 
weakest man you have seen, and ask yourself if this step you 
contemplate is going to be of any use to him’. 

“The poorest and weakest at the building site was not a man, 
but it was a woman, a beast of burden, carrying head loads. The 
lowest of the low in the building industry. How could the quality 
of her life in the building industry be improved? What were her 
skills? How could her life be more fulfill, creative and joyful? 
With these thoughts I ventured into the practice that Vasant and 
I set up in 1980.”

thE anandgram 
rEhabIlItatIon of ImpovErIshEd  
Revathi Kamath’s very first project, The anandgram, was the 
rehabilitation of community of traditional performing artists 
and craftspersons called the Bhule Bisre Kalakar sahkari 
samiti who lived under the Flyover in Shadipur Depot, Delhi. 
For a year, Revathi worked closely with them and evolved a 
design where they could live and work simultaneously. During 
that project, Revathi got the understanding of stabilized brick 
houses and since then she kept evolving the technology of 
Mud architecture and stabilized earth construction. 

The Anandgram Project for 
Rehabilitation of slum dwellers 

near in Delhi was one of architect 
Revathi Kamath’s earliest work 

in 1983. She is noted for her 
sensitive efforts in conceiving 

the “Evolving Home” concept for 
redevelopment. She consulted 

with 350 families to understand 
individual needs and to give them 

their first home on the ground.
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“The poorest and 
weakest at the 

building site was 
not a man, but it 
was a woman, a 
beast of burden, 

carrying head 
loads. How could 

the quality of 
her life in the 

building industry 
be improved? With 

these thoughts 
I ventured into 

the practice that 
Vasant and I set 

up in 1980.”

“Building with 
earth has been 
great. It’s not 
a passion. It’s  
a compulsion 

because I feel it,  
in the ecosystem 

we live with.”

With time she became one of the most 
sustainable architects India has ever 
produced where her project spoke greatly 
about her understanding of Ecology and the 
wisdom gathered from various traditions 
across the world. Ar Kamath didn’t limit 
herself to India; she took inspirations from 
vernacular architecture practices across the 
globe like the bamboo artisans in Indonesia, 
Combodia and adobe architecture of Mexico, 
earth architecture in China and continued to 
experiment with them in her projects. Talking 
about working ecologically, she said, “Building 
with earth has been great. It’s not a passion. 
It’s really a compulsion because I feel it in the 
ecosystem we live with.”

champIon of  
sustaInablE 
archItEcturE
The Kamath Design Studio has been involved 
in a wide variety of projects – starting with 
seemapuri and anandgram slum re-
settlement projects and then moving forward 
into private developments like the Desert 
Resort in 1984, Management Institute in 
1989, and the Kohima Cathedral in 1991. 
Despite being a champion of sustainable 
architecture through her use of Mud and 
other materials commonly associated 
with impoverished communities in luxury 
projects, Ar Kamath used to critisize LEED 
ratings claiming that India already has many 
sustainable building techniques that are long 
existed outside the ambit of the recognized 
standards. Her own house was a true 
embodiment of her ideology. sitting atop a 
land that was once a quarry, the Kamath 
House was designed and built “embodying 
the ecological principles of interdependence, 
recycling, democracy, partnership, 
flexibility, diversity and as a consequence of 
all those – sustainability” in her words.

Talking about imbibing the natural element 
and habitat in her projects especially in her 
own house, Ar Kamath said, “I think the prime 
importance should be on incorporating nature 
and sustain it during the process of building, 
acquiring materials and then living in it. 
Making nature a part of our home at Anantpur 
is really what I believe in. I remember I wanted 
to incorporate solar energy for cooking but 
there was an issue of monkeys. So, I made 
these incredibly beautiful solar cookers, 
embedded with mirros and when the monkeys 
used to come, they just went on to their way 
without bothering the set up. Only nature 
decides what you are going to do and how you 
are going to live. You only have to allow that 
to happen. We have created such architecture 
that is sensitive to nature. We have regenerated 

the entire flora and fauna in that space that we 
have occupied for 25 years. While the city has 
engulfed the forest, here, you can see the forest 
embed in the house itself.”

lEgacy for Woman 
archItEcts & dEsIgnErs
Ar Revathi Kamath was the receipient of 
prestigious WaDE sustainability Champion of 
the year award 2018 during a glittering event, 
awarded by legendary architect Raj Rewal 
and Vertica Dvivedi. While talking about her 
experience about gender discrimination against 
women in the field of architecture & building 
design, Ar Revathi Kamath during WaDE asIa 
Conference for women in architecture, design, 
art & enginnering, exclaimed, “In the academic 
space, gender discrimination was a mere irritant. 
It did not assume proportions to undermine my 
creative flow. The workspace was a little more 
threatening, and I developed a protective 
shield of being argumentative. The attribute of 
argumentativeness was enough to see me through 
the initial years of office work, but being at the 
building site was a prohibitive experience. The 
sacred space where drawings were transformed 
into material reality was not a zone of comfort for 
a woman architect. Here I encountered hostility, 
resentment and a deep sense of mistrust. 
The challenge was to deal with these negative 
emotions and transform them to create a positive 
environment for the transfer of information from 
the creator/thinker to the doer. There was an 
urgency and immediacy to formulate strategies to 
get the job done.”

Contrary to many other women architects and 
designers who sometimes lose themselves in 
the shadow of their famous husbands while 
working together, Revathi was a clear exception. 
She always had her own identity and infact 
worked on many projects independently despite 
being associated with Vasant Kamath, who was 
an institution in himself. 

Ar Revathi Kamath receiving WADE Award from  
Ar Raj Rewal and Vertica Dvivedi, Founder, WADE ASIA
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She once said, “If you are a woman architect and you are 
working with your partner, it doesn’t mean that you have to 
work on a single project. You can work on your own project 
and express your own sensibilities and ideas. And that is what 
I have done in this 38 years old practice. People may say that 
since we are husband and wife, our work is replaceable but it’s 
not.” Ar Kamath told during WADE ASIA. 

Each proJEct brIngs thE 
nEXt clIEnt to mE basEd on thE 
EXpErIEncE of my buIldIngs
Revathi Kamath always tried to use local architecture, local 
aesthatics, local material and local craftsmen. Talking about 
it, she had said, “The resort in Laxaman Sagar in Rajasthan, 
despite using no exotic material, is very luxurious, laid back 
and quiet exciting. So, you can see that the local architecture, 
the local materials, the local aesthetic, have all been 
integrated and from being associated with poverty, the same 
materials are now associated with luxury.” However Ar 
Revathi Kamath was never in the favour of calling the use 
of local material and architecture ‘Vernacular Architecture’. 
During WaDE asIa 2018, answering a question about the 

future of Vernacular Architecture, she admitted that she didn’t 
like the word, Vernacular. She went on to say,  
“I think it’s a wrong word to describe the indigenous wisdom of 
our people who belong to a place. I believe in the evolution of 
knowledge. It is the focus of my practice and I don’t go around 
begging for work. I don’t take part in competitions. I don’t 
socialize to get work. Each job brings the next person to me to 
work, so, my practice is really been built up through words of 
mouth and the actual experience of my buildings, which is the 
way it should be.”

local matErIals arE  
nEvEr a problEm
Being an avid advocate of local materials, Ar Revathi Kamath, 
said that the clients always understand the need for them.  
“I’ve never faced any challenge in making my client accept the 
material I am using. I’ve always had positive responses, because 
of this attitude that the client has to come to you for what you 
have to offer.”

from mud to stEEl  
dIvErsE WorK of ar Kamath
While Ar Revathi Kamath is synonymous to Mud Architecture, 
she is also credited for the tallest steel structure in the country;  
JsPl gateway, Chattisgarh having the height of 33m. Talking 
about its construction which is also an embodiement of local 
Chattisgarhi art, she said, “The Gateway forms the entrance to a 
power plant located at Tamnar in Chhattisgarh. Tribals have been 
the main inhabitants of the state from pre-historic times. Their 
culture has shaped the character of these lands until the industrial 
invasion of the recent past. I was interested in computation, so 
I just drew this tower which was based on the patterns I saw 
with tribals living in Chhattisgarh like the magician’s ladder, 
their implements of their fishing nets, etc. I just drew these 
drawings and I shoot these to the industrialist who said build this 
immediately. And, we put it as a gateway to the power plant. The 
drawings were made by us and fed directly to the CMC machine. 
This steel gateway was directly fabricated from those drawings.”

The Museum of Tribal Heritage at Bhopal 

“Only nature decides what you 
are going to do and how you are 
going to live. You only have to 

allow that to happen.”
Ar Revathi Kamath
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Ar Revathi Kamath in the eyes of THOSE WHO KNEW HER

“The last time I met Reva, as we all called her, 
was at the all women dinner party thrown by   
Prof Mary in India International Centre, just 
before I left Delhi to return to Chennai.  We 
caught up with a lot of news but never 
thought that would be my last time meeting 
her. Reva and I found ourselves together 
in the final year of her B.Arch.  I found her 
easy to talk to and since then been a friend. 
She was an amazing person even in those 
days. We had taken “Indian Sculpture“ as 
elective taught by Prof Vidya Daheja. Our 
main assignment was to write a paper on 
Cave Art and Architecture, which entailed a 
visit to many cave sites in Maharashtra prior 
to the paper for submission. It was quite a 
trip, we were all women both the students 
and the teacher. The instruction we got was 
a schedule of the day, the time and cave to 
meet. We had find our way and our collective 
sense of adventure helped. The point I want 
to bring out was at that time, I discovered 
Reva’s keen sense of earth sciences. The 
cave sites were made up of many types of  
stones. They may look ordinary but when 
cracked they had crystalline features. Her 
fascination for the geological culminated with 
the buying of a rather large and heavy hunk of 
amethyst which she took home carrying it all 
the way. Much later, I observed  that she had 
carefully kept that amethyst in a special place 
along with her things. Reva had an equal and 
passionate interest both art and science. Her 
design talent was evident from student days.  
I remember her initial project for the street 
performers / puppeteers of Shadipur (Delhi). 
Mention must be made of  both Vasant and 
Reva, they worked together. They were both  
talented good designers but with different 
approaches to design. Their different 
contributions  to the same building can be 
recognized. Reva can handle very tiny spaces 
and her approach to Bhuli Bhatiari was from 
that a woman’s perspective. In short they 

complemented each other. Being a 
qualified Planner, I invited her my 
studio class when they were studying 
Mirza Ghalib’s  neighbourhood in 
Shahjahanabad to teach the students  
and they thoroughly enjoyed her 
inputs. Reva’s untimely death is a  
great loss for the profession and for 
me the loss of a friend.”

NaliNi Thakur 
Professor of Architectural Conservation, 
School of Planning & Architecture, Delhi  

(A friend of Ar Revathi Kamath)

Special message for the legendary woman 
architect of India Ar Revathi Kamath
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“Very few Architects practice this profession with upmost  
passion & dedication – Ar. Revathi Kamath was one of 
those few Women Architects, who has not left any stone 
unturned to raise the level of Architecture in India, but 
to also preach this humble art! Ar. Ravathi’s organic & 
nature friendly Architecture has probably rightly given 
her the title as “Mud Architect” through her designs for 
the Desert Resort at Madhawa, Mud house at Delhi and 
many more such ‘close to nature’ projects. Her philosophy 
about architectural consciousness was not only holistic 
but also contemplating human culture and civilization 
through time. As a fellow architect, I couldn’t agree more 
with Ar. Revathi that the practice of architecture always 
enabled an individual to evolve a multitude of interests 
and skills, as I too believe that, an Architect is next to God 
– he not only needs to foresee the future but also needs 
to be knowledgeable on all subjects to be able to serve all 
kinds of clientele and all types of projects. It is imperative 
to mention that Ar. Revathi Kamath has not only been an 
excellent architect, but has been an inspiration to many 
Women in our country to pursue their passion and reach 
its epitome. With this I pray for Ar. Revathi’s Soul to Rest 
in Eternal Peace – Om Shanti, Om Shanti, Om Shanti!” 

“Ar. Revathi Kamath, known as a pioneer of 
mud architecture in India, had the courage to 
step into a seemingly ‘non-commercial’ niche 
within the field of architecture, very early in her 
life. Her interests and passion led her to design 
projects for and with the underprivileged and 
marginalized communities. This itself speaks 
volumes about her. She has influenced many 
students, aspiring them to understand the 
various social aspects of architecture. I did not 
know her personally; but as a woman architect 
from that generation, she would have had 
to overcome substantial obstacles to be the 
success story she is today. It is indeed a terrible 
loss for the world, the architectural fraternity 
and the student community. With numerous 
projects in her portfolio, her work will continue to 
inspire the society. From a world which provides 
very few favourable opportunities to women 
architects, she has been one of the very few 
who succeeds in turning these into successful 
ventures. We have indeed lost a sensitive person 
and a valuable designer.”

ar CaNNa PaTel 
HCPIA, Ahmedabad

ar Prem NaTh 
PNA, Mumbai

Revathi Kamath had the 
courage to step into a 

seemingly ‘non-commercial’ 
niche within the field of 

architecture. 

Revathi Kamath was one of 
those few Women Architects, 

who has not left any stone 
unturned to raise the level of 

Architecture in India.
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It is the eco-literate 
architect who can rebuild  

the human habitat 
sustainably. 

The resort is based on a traditional Shekhawati village 
and individual rooms are modelled on the different house 
typologies in a village, such as a potter’s house, a weaver’s 
house or a farmer’s house. While the rooms incorporate all 
the luxuries of the contemporary hospitality design, the use 
of traditional materials, techniques and forms ensures that 
their knowledge is preserved and kept relevant today. The 
rural woman’s skills were predominantly used to create the 
aesthetic of the resort. Besides sweeping and dusting the 
local women regularly plaster the walls and paint them with 
contemporary compositions as well as traditional design.

DeserT resorT, 
maNDawa, 
rajasThaN (1984)

As A tribute to the Ar revAthi KAmAth,  
surfAces reporter hAs compiled A collAge of her 

projects & Quotes shAred bY WAde AsiA
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The decision to appoint me as the architect for House at 
Mandi was taken by Nandita Jain, one of the owners of the 

‘Times of India’ newspaper. She was the first of many women 
patrons who supported our architecture.

The house at Mandi, 15 km south of the urban 
limits of Delhi, is one of the first “architect 
designed” houses in India to be made from 
sun-dried mud bricks. The walls of the house are 
made of soil dug out from about four feet below 
the surface of the site after which the top soil was 
restored. The mud was then molded into bricks 
and dried in the sun. The foundations are of 
locally available schist in random rubble masonry 
with lime mortar prepared at the site using 
indigenous methods. 

muD house, 
maNDi village, 
Delhi (1989) 
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The design of the house acknowledges the fact of 
the new high-density medium-rise development 
and attempts to absorb it into the existing 
networks and syntax of the village. The six levels 
of the entrance arm of the ‘L’ are treated as a 
minaret capped with a dome while the building 
steps down towards the Hauz Khas monuments.
The masonry arches, timber columns and 
brackets, and metal grills attempt to create an 
architectural vocabulary that is contemporary 
and yet acknowledges the living traditions of the 
masons and craftsmen that built the building. It 
is important to note that most of the masons who 
constructed the home, lived in the village itself. 
The project was nominated for the Aga Khan 
Award for Architecture.

NaliN Tomar 
house aT hauz 
khas village, 
Delhi (1992)

I had never heard of a  
female architect (with the 

exception of Rosemary 
Sachdev) till I learnt of Jane 

Drew, wife of Maxwell Fry, in a 
climatology class, and Denise 

Scott Brown, wife of Robert 
Venturi, in the theory of 

design class. Pravina Mehta, 
the ‘Indian’ architect, activist 
and scholar was heard of only 

through gossip.
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The Akshay Pratishthan School Annexe was designed to 
meet the evolving needs of educating and imparting skills to 
differentially abled children along with able bodied students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds, to enable them to learn 
and live together. This structure was designed and built in 
two months while the Main Building of the school was being 
constructed. Its initial function was to house five classrooms, 
and once these shifted to the main building, it housed extra-
curricular activities such as a crafts centre, a gymnasium, 
a play space and an amphitheatre.The exigencies of time 
necessitated the structural separation of the roof and the 
walls so that they could come up simultaneously. The roof is a 
corrugated sheet donated for the cause and was covered with 
thatch and creepers to improve thermal performance and 
blend it with the mud brick walls. The Annexe attempts to 
create elements of joy, excitement, beauty and scale. It seeks to 
establish a strong tactile relationship with material, built form 
and space that are missing in the resettlement colonies from 
where most students come. The Annexe is also in deliberate 
contrast to the rectilinear, brutist, main building which 
appeared to have little to do with the world of the child.

akshay 
PraTishThaN  
sChool, Delhi 
(1991)
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The mud house at Anangpur Village, Surajkund, Haryana, is located on land that was once a quarry, mining quartzite and 
Badarpur stone dust. The ecology of the area had been devastated by the mining and the original scrub forest had been chopped 
and ravaged for fire wood. The mud house is an attempt to heal the wounds inflicted on the earth and establish a niche in the 
ecosystem that is expressive of emerging ecological values.

kamaTh house, aNaNgPur, haryaNa (1997)

While the city has engulfed the forest, here, you can see 
the forest embed in the house itself.
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The JSPL auditorium, is an example of tackling a 
technological challenge. Situated on the edge of the 
school campus and adjacent to the amphitheatre, 
is the cultural focus of the industrial town of 
Jindalgarh and its numerous satellite townships. 
It has a capacity to seat more than 2000 people to 
cater to these needs. The stage is designed for the 
performance of large dance, drama, and public 
functions, as well as the screening of the latest 
Bollywood films downloaded through the satellite 
link and projected on the 18 metre wide screen.

The mild steel structure is made up of girders, 
plates and rods manufactured at the adjacent steel 
plant and are fabricated by local welders on the site, 
supervised by engineers from the steel plant.

The composite trusses create a column free space 
of 55 x 55 meters and 22 meters in height, to 
accommodate the main body of the hall. The 
enveloping circulation spaces and deep verandahs 
serve as the entrance porticos on all four sides. 
The structure is expressed as being separate from 
volume of the hall and forms a shaded buffer 
around the building that shields the interior from 
the hot and humid exterior thereby substantially 
reducing air-conditioning loads The resolution 
of the structure and steel joinery details give the 
building its fundamental aesthetic, while the form 
and the relationship with the surrounding terrain 
softens its monumental scale.

auDiTorium,raigarh, 
ChhaTTisgarh (2008)
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The Gateway forms the entrance to a power 
plant located at Tamnar in Chhattisgarh. Iconic 
images of tribal constructs – the magician’s 
ladder stepping upwards, linking the earth to 
the sky; the swing of the gods pivoted to its 
supports, symbolising movement and absorbing 
the variations in the rhythmic forces of nature; 
the bamboo fishing basket, the umbrella hat, and 
the winnow, all shaped with a gentle parabolic 
curve, characteristic of the split bamboo weave, 
have all been amalgamated with industrial 
technologies and materials to shape the form of 
the Gateway. The pylons delineating the skyline, 
carrying electricity away from the power plant, 
determined the scale of the installation.

A statue of Ardhanareshwara on the banks of 
the nearby Mahanadi River was interpreted 
as an abstract composition incorporating the 
manifest and the void. Meditative qualities of 
the concentration and radiation of lines in space 
forming the hyperbolic  paraboloids suggest a 
transformation of energy. The two hyperbolic  
paraboloid halves are independently hinged on 
the base and connected to each other by  
arched members . 

gaTeway for jiNDal Power PlaNT, 
TamNar, ChhaTTisgarh (2006)
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The Gnostic Centre is a campus for spiritual 
and academic learning sandwiched between 
Delhi and its suburb Gurgaon. The landscape 
and architecture of the campus act as an oasis 
for contemplation and oneness with nature. 
With bamboo as prime material, the buildings 
on the campus consists of a conference centre, 
a tea pavilion, a guest house, and cottages for 
residents (under construction), with a proposal 
for an amphitheatre, a dining hall, a hostel, an 
arts centre and a health centre. The campus 
comprises multiple interconnected tracts of land 
surrounded by agricultural land and suburban 
“farm houses”. The artificial leveling of land in 
these surrounding holdings has disrupted the 
natural drainage patterns of the topography and 
causes large amounts of water to drain into the 
Gnostic Centre during the rains. The design 
of the campus is therefore organized around 
a network of swayles that drain the surface 
runoff and recharge the groundwater while 
creating a gently rolling landscape. The buildings 
on campus are provided with decentralized 
anaerobic Shankar-Balaram sewage treatment 
systems that release water that is used for 
irrigation. Read www.surfacesreporter.com to 
know how bamboo became the prime material 
for the center. 

2009, gNosTiC CeNTre 
CamPus, New Delhi
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guNDiCha TemPle

        I came to know Ar Revathi Kamath closely when her name 
was nominated for WADE ASIA AWARD. We met her at her 
studio. She talked about her projects in details. I could see the 
innate passion in her eyes. Minute details were very important 
for her and took most of her time. She showed me different 
forms of mud she was experiemening with. She would let 
nature intervene and build around it. Though she was not the 
winner of WADE Award that year, her name was among the top 
nominations for sustainabilty every year. Finally in 2018 she 
was the WADE SUSTAINABILITY CHAMPION. She was there for 
the day along with Ar Vasant Kamath. Her presentation was full 
of learning. Same year, in a women’s platform, both of us met 
as fellow awardees. We celebrated cheerfully. Her work was 
her life. Our last communication was when she had messaged 
about Ar Vasant Kamath’s condolence meeting. I respected her 
as the much-required, strong voice in sustainable architecture 
of india. There is so much to celebrate her work, the legacy of 
experimenting with local materials and the voice of a woman 
architect who has lived & worked in her own terms.

vertica Dvivedi, Founder, WADE ASIA
Asia’s Largest platform for Women in Design

 This project is among the latest creation of Ar Revathi Kamath. The temple is just completed in 2020.
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Kiran 
Bedi

Vertica DViVeDi  
talk Show

Leadership 
in the Times 
of Crisis

Messages
from

Excerpts from

Lt. Governor, Puducherry
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Leadership 
occurs in the 

moments of 
chaLLenge, 

not during the 
moments of ease. 
how you respond 

in discomfort, 
proves your 

worth as a 
Leader.

Dr Kiran Bedi is a woman who does not need any introduction.  
She is the lady who dared to break the mould by becoming the  
first woman in India to have joined the officer ranks of Indian Police 
Service in 1972. She served there for 35 years. From being an IPS 
officer to Police Advisor to Secretary-General in the United Nations 
to the Lieutenant Governor of Puducherry, Dr Bedi has worn several 
hats. Her sheer dedication and unflinching determination have 
brought her success. She was honoured with numerous awards, 
including The Ramon Magsaysay Award, also called Asia’s Nobel 
Peace Award for building a positive relationship between Police and 
the People. Apart from this, she was also ranked as the Most admired 
and trusted woman in India by Readers’ Digest and many more. 

Recently, in Vertica Dvivedi Talk Show, the former national tennis 
champion, Dr Kiran Bedi, candidly spoke about her journey 
from being a police officer to a social activist before becoming the 
Lt. Governor of Puducherry. She also suggested the best ways of 
leadership during time of crises, how to make the best use of adversity 
along with advice on how to sail through uncertain times. Here are 
the excerpts: 

Vertica Dvivedi (VD): What are the best ways to lead 
through a crisis. What should be the attitude of leaders? 
Dr Kiran Bedi: Everyone is facing their own different situation 
yet as we are moving through the crisis together, COVID19 has 
flattened who we are and made all of us equal. We all have been 
thrown off our feet, on to the ground, and are asked to stand up. So 
now we need to see who can stand up, who is staying on their knees, 
who ask for help to stand up and who help others to stand up after 
they have stood up. 

The situation has flattened the curve of our consumption, of our 
mobility and all our egos, all our thought about what we are and 
who we are. It has made every one equal in adversity. Now, someone 
who would make adversity a challenge will go forward, and who 
takes it as a point of complaint - are going to suffer. Everything has 
stopped for everyone as if there is a full stop like “stand-at-ease” 
in parade. Now how we were mentally, physically, financially or 
in terms of abilities or health, we have stopped with the same. The 
question remains either you want to go forward or backward?

leadership is to accept the situation as it is in reality. 

And then say what do I do with this situation? That’s leadership.  
And now your response to do this is your preparation with what 
you have arrived here - whether it is skills, in value systems or 
education system--siksha, sanskar and skills. These 3 S will 
determine where we are. People are using their skills and knowledge 
in different ways to come out of the situation. There are 100 ways 
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if you want to 
win a race then 
consider what 
are required to 
win that race. 
every success 

has a cost. cost 
of efforts, cost of 
discipline, hard 
work, personal 

sacrifice, cost of 
comfort zones 

and it requires an 
investment. if  

you invest 
sincerely, you will 

definitely win. 

where it can be used. The 4th S is Swasth 
(Health). In my mind, leadership is to know 
what you have and what you do with what 
you have and take off from where you are, to 
where you want to.

VD: How was your childhood? Were 
you in any way different from other 
children?
Dr Kiran Bedi: I am whatever my parents 
made me. I am a reflection of their mindset. 
We were 4 sisters. In the 50’s and 60’s when 
everybody wanted boys, we were 4 girls and 
very loved. We were the dream of our parents 
and that’s where it was different and because 
they loved education, because they were 
very value based, they passed on values and 
education to us. And my mother always used 
to say that the girls in general were given 
dowry for, which were stolen sometimes, 
girls were put off from their homes. Dowry 
was a thing to be displayed when I was 
growing up. As a schoolgirl, I myself have 
seen dowries displayed where there were 
machines, beautiful clothes, silver utensils, 
gifts and jewelleries for in-laws. So I used to 
ask why they are giving all these to them with 
the money of her parents. To this, my parents 
used to reply, this happens when you do not 
study. So I used to study harder so that my 
parents wouldn’t need to buy all that jewellery 
for dowry. My mother used to say that anyone 
can take all these jewelleries and gifts from you 
but the things they can never take away is your 
education, skills, ability and health. If you have 
the 4 S i.e. Siksha, Sanskar, Swasth and Skill, 
nobody can take those from you. So you see, 
their thinking was different and because their 
thinking was different, my thinking baceme 
different. So it stuck to my mind that my 
strength is what is inside me. Inside me is my 
value system, inside me is my skill and I need to 
take care of my health as health will help to give 
you energy to do all this. 

By the time I went to college, I realised I was 
different. In college, I used to play tennis, 

wearing tennis shorts, while other girls 
used to spend time eating samosas in the 
canteen. When the game period was over, 
I would wrap my skirt over the shorts and 
go for classes. So I realised during my 
college days that I was different and it was 
because I wanted to be different, because I 
was brought up differently. I had short hair 
because I realised that I cannot manage 
long hair with sweating, perspiring, and 
playing all the time. I don’t have time to 
untangle my hair. To me now, time was 
valuable and there is where I was different. 
I was using this extra time for activities, 
extracurricular activities and education. 
While my friends were educating 
themselves, they were also preparing to get 
married. They were preparing to get dolled 
up and looked very nice and beautiful. For 
me there was no time to look beautiful, it 
was time to work, time to be a practical.

VD: How to navigate through pain 
and crisis in life?
Dr Kiran Bedi: Accept the crisis; accept 
the situation you are in. Everybody is in a 
set of circumstances. Check what are my 
skill sets, what are my assets, what is my 
capability, what is the support system I 
have, who can I collaborate with, who are 
my real friends, where can I work for, what 
is that I can fall back on? It’s a time for 
reflection. 

Remember, pain will not give you any gain. 
Everybody is in pain; it is not going to get 
you anywhere. Suffering will not make 
you bounce back; it is the acceptance of 
reality of a situation which will put you 
to the right action. It is time to up-skill, 
get more knowledgeable or get a fresh 
new skill added. Crying will not get you 
anywhere. New thinking is the new way to 
go forward. 

remember, you don’t have 
to go back, you need to go 
forward and re-orient, 
replan, and rework your way.
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VD: A leader faces obstacles. People come to the 
leader for trouble-shooting so how according to you a 
leader should look at obstacles?
Dr Kiran Bedi: When I was a School girl, or in college, I used 
to run obstacle races. So there you run 20 yards, and then you 
cross a hurdle, then again you run and then again one hurdle. 
That’s the way it is. 

Life is like choosing to run a hurdle race. Sometimes you will 
fall down, but you don’t look back. You then go to the next 
hurdle and carry on to move ahead. These obstacles are all 
challenges of life. Whose life is without any ups and downs? 
Mornings are not always the same. I have felt that myself with 
my life. I don’t feel the same today, as I felt yesterday. You have 
to reorient back to what do I want to do today? So I think that’s 
very important. life is not flat. If it were flat, you would not 
have joy. You realise the sense of achievement, only when you 
experience the pain of failure. You value success only when you 
experience something which was not a success. You have not 
done very well previously, but does it make you hold back? 

Life is not stagnant at a time. Tomorrow is not certain, today, 
what is before me is certain. But tomorrow will come after today. 
unless we really learn to be in the present, we will either live 
in the past or will always move in the future. We will regret the 
past and worry about the future. Neither you need to have regret, 
nor you need to be worried. Focus on what is before you, and 
whether the challenge, deal with it as it is. I believe in dissection. 
Dissect something which is before you, something that is 
unavoidable and then look at what can I do with it, rather than 
being afraid of it. look at it into the eye and plan your next 
step towards your goal. That’s what life is all about. Focus on 
one thing at a time; don’t try to see each and everything that will 
just confuse you and it will not lead you to action. If you really 
want to make some important positive development in anything, 
learn to be in command of yourself. 

VD: How do you define a ‘leader’? What does 
leadership mean to you?
Dr Kiran Bedi: We all think leadership is a position, we think 
leadership is external. We think it is a leader when someone is 
giving a speech, wearing white. They are not leaders, everyone is 
a leader in themselves. you lead yourself first, and then you go 
to lead others. you are a leader within you. Why should others 
lead you? When you are not able to lead yourself, you have 
personal discipline, your personal integrity, and then you can be 
an external leader. Lead yourself before you become an external 
leader. Leadership is of two kinds in my mind - First, you daily 
lead yourself, leader is somebody who has the capacity to decide 
for themselves and then that person who decide for others also. 

if you have the capacity and the strength, you will 
automatically exude such power that others will follow you. 
A leader is no leader if he has no followers and why would you 
have followers if you’re not worthy of them? Leadership occurs 
in the moments of challenge, not during the moments of ease. 
How you respond in discomfort, proves your worth as a leader. 

VD: What is failure?
dr kiran bedi: Failure is not generic. When you fail in a 
situation you need to look at that situation, why did you not get 
success? It’s not failure if you put in an effort and have not got 
the desired result. You have not failed because you made the 

Born in a Tennis playing family from Amritsar in 
1949, to Prakash and Prem Lata Peshawaria, 
Dr Kiran Bedi is second of their 4 daughters. 

While still in school she became a junior 
National Tennis Champion at the age of 16, and 

Asian Tennis Champion at age of 22 and was 
ranked India’s number one of her time. Dr Kiran 

Bedi is the first woman in India to have joined 
the officer ranks of Indian Police Service in 1972. 

She served in it for 35 years.  For her policing 
stood for ‘Power to Correct’, ‘Power to Prevent’ 
and ‘Power to get things done’. Dr Bedi served 

as Police Advisor to Secretary General in United 
Nations, in the Department of Peace Keeping 

Operations in New York. She is recipient of The 
Ramon Magsaysay Award, also called Asia’s 

Nobel Peace Award for bringing about a positive 
relationship between Police and the People. 

Dr Bedi is a Law graduate, Masters, and a PhD 
Scholar with post doctoral Nehru Fellowship. 

She is an author of several books such as  
I Dare, It’s Always Possible, Creating Leadership 

and more...Dr Bedi has been voted as the most 
admired and trusted woman in India by Readers 
Digest, The Week Magazine, and others over the 

years. She has a biopic on her life called,  
Yes Madam Sir, made by an Australian film 

maker and a recent documentary on her was 
featured in Nat Geo’s Mega Icons She is running 

two NGOs which reach out to marginalised 
sections of society in education, skills 

development, in urban slums and rural areas. 
including prisons. A keen user of technology, 
Dr. Bedi has a following of around 15 million 

followers on social networks.  Her Twitter handle 
is @thekiranbedi. Currently, Dr. Kiran Bedi is 

serving as the Lt. Governor of Puducherry.

AbouT KirAn bedi
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effort. So don’t consider not having won a Trophy, a failure. 
If you made the effort, you have succeeded. Accept that you 
could do a little more to win. The key is to try. Even if you 
have run a race and even if you come last, you have not failed. 
You are better than the spectators who only watched and 
clapped. However if you want to win that race then consider 
what it was that you required to win that race. It has a cost. 
Every success has a cost. Cost of efforts, cost of discipline, 
hard work, personal sacrifice, cost of comfort zones and it 
requires an investment. So if you have put in all, you will 
win. Preparation also is an achievement, preparation is also a 
reward. without preparation and practice you cannot succeed. 
you may fail in that race but if you have made the effort, it’s 
not a failure, so think positively. 

VD: So many people give up due to failures in life. 
What is your message to them?
Dr Kiran Bedi: bhagavad gita says, ‘Don’t dwell on the 
possibility of winning or worry about failure. You just work. 
Prepare yourself and do it with your full ability. Leave the 
result to God.’ 

I have been a competitive tennis player through the first 23 
years of my life. I was competing all over the country. So 
the days I was prepared properly, I won and the days I left 
a few parts here and there, I lost. I used to be worried for 
sometimes but as my parents used to sit me down and say, 
“Ok, now let’s consider what you could have done better to 
win.” We remember Arjun because of his focus. Stay focused 
on your goals and work towards it.

VD: Have you ever felt low & depressed?  
How do you manage the downs of life?
Dr Kiran Bedi:  The moment I get low, I go high! I 
go for a walk, I listen to music, I read, I change my 
thoughts. The moment I realise that negativity is 
there, I get rid of it. Why should I let any thought 
enter at my home without my permission? And if 
somebody enters I make it get out. Learn to be a 
gatekeeper of your thoughts. Don’t let the negativity 
rest and nest. Be alert! today in covid, who will 
live on? someone who is alert! The more alert you 
are about your thoughts, more stress-free we can be. 

VD: What is the secret of your undying spirit? 
Dr Kiran Bedi: Do I have a choice? 

And if I have had a choice, why would I do anything 
less? Why should I underperform for myself? Why 
should I not live to my own expectations? Why should 
I reduce my own energy? If I have a duty, my duty is 
to increase the energy; not decrease it. So why should 
I make a negative choice? Why should I choose 
sorrow and grief when I can choose joy and good 
health? Why should I run away from performing 
when I can perform? THE SECRET TO uNDYING 
SPIRIT IS THE REALIzATION THAT WITH 
INTENTION, YOu CAN kEEP THE ENERGY 
HIGH AND PERFORM WITH FuLL SPIRIT.

Leadership 
occurs in the 

moments of 
chaLLenge, 

not during the 
moments of ease. 
how you respond 

in discomfort, 
proves your 

worth as a 
Leader.

The Vertica Dvivedi 
Talk Show is 
started by during 
the pandemic and 
COVID crisis to 
bring positivity, 
hope, inspiration 
for navigating the 
unprecedented times 
with confidence.  
 
www.verticadvivedi.com

THe 
VerTiCA 
dViVedi 
SHoW
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The conflicts between India and China at LAC and 
the death of several Indian soldiers has emboldened 
the chairman of JSW group -Sajjan Singh Jindal to 
cut economic links with China. The main focus of 

the company is that no material should be imported from a 
country that is not friendly to India. 
SURFACES REPORTER (SR) notes that with India’s various 
industries heavily dependent on China, it is a difficult choice. 
Mr Jindal while speaking with a mainstream media reiterated 
the same.
“It is not an easy route. The auto industry is dependent on 
China for 40% of components. The steel industry’s 100% 
refractories come from China. One approach is to say that war 
will be fought by our soldiers, and my job is to make steel at a 
cheaper price by buying from China. But another view is — look 
at the $100 billion opportunities that Indian companies should 
tap. There will be some pain in the short run. But see, I respect 
my country and my army. If they (China) have killed 20 of my 

JSW Won’t 
Import Materials 
from China. SR 
Asks, Who Else 
Will Follow? 

soldiers, I’m not going to buy products from them and strengthen 
their armies more.”
He said that there might be over a billion dollars of imports that 
come from China at JSW directly and indirectly. But the group 
has recently put a restriction in all their purchases from the 
country. According to him, when we import equipment from 
countries other than China, it definitely costs them around 10-
15% more. But the company is negotiating or even sacrificing 
some cost for the short term. They believe that once there will 
be an increase in the countries capacities, the cost will naturally 
come down. He finds it a narrow-minded approach of those 
who think that there is no alternative.
Earlier, his son Parth Jindal, Managing Director, JSW Cement 
also assured that the group will completely cut imports from 
China in the next 2 years. Currently, the group imports USD 
400 million worth of goods from China. This action was taken 
due to the recent conflicts between Indian and Chinese 
soldiers in the Galwan Valley.

TO READ MORE SUCH NEWS, DOWNLOAD ANDROID APP OF SURFACES REPORTER  
WWW.SURFACESREPORTER.COM

Architecture, iNteriOr 
DesigN & BuiLDiNg MAteriALs 

BrOWse WWW.surfAces repOrter.cOM
Since 10 years, SurfaceS reporter (Sr) has been publishing information about architecture, 

design, technology, products, materials, business and industry news. Here are the 10 latest 
happenings. for elaborate news & reports, visit www.surfacesreporter.com / sign-in for Sr 

newsletter or Download android app of Surfaces reporter from Google ply
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Utilizing the various  
aspects of the algorithm, even office 

arrangements are being produced 
for the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Algorithms can also create a self-
organizing floorplan.

Earlier, in the late 1980s and 1990s, CAD- computer-
aided design gave the architects a new way to design. 
Architects were able to experiment with new organic 
forms, free from the restraints of slide rules and 

protractors. The result was some famous curvy buildings, 
which looks futuristic and astonishing. Today, computers are 
taking the help of algorithms that can inform, refine, and even 
create new designs; even weirder shapes are just the start.

Algorithms can now work out the best ways to layout rooms, 
construct the buildings, and even change them over time to meet 
users’ needs. In this way, algorithms are giving architects a whole 
new toolbox with which to realize and improve their ideas.

At a basic level, algorithms can be a powerful tool for 
providing exhaustive information for the design, construction, 
and use of a building. Building information modeling uses 
comprehensive software to standardize and share data from 
across the architecture, engineering, and construction that 
used to be held separately. This means everyone involved in 
a building’s genesis, from clients to contractors, can work 
together on the same 3D model seamlessly.

Recently, new tools have begun to combine this kind of 
information with algorithms to automate and optimize 
aspects of the building process. This ranges from interpreting 
regulations and providing calculations for structural 
evaluations to making procurement more precise. 

Also, utilizing the various aspects of the algorithm, 
even office arrangements are being produced for the 
COVID-19 pandemic. Algorithms can also create a 
self-organizing floorplan for a care home, and rest, sky 
is the limit.

As advancements in computer science and technology 
are growing exponentially, can we anticipate that 
the use of algorithms will soon be a standard way of 
designing the buildings? 

Detailed report at www.surfacesreporter.com 

Is AlgorIthm the  
Future oF ArchItecture?
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Central Public Works Department 
(CPWD), which came under the union 
Housing and urban affairs Ministry 
has removed the ban on timber in the 

construction of buildings and habitat projects. 
The use of timber in the CPWD projects had been 
banned in 1993 and now after a gap of over 25 
years, the agency has ended this ban. “The MoEFCC 
has asked to remove the ban on the use of wood in 
construction, since it will create demand for wood-
based industries that would spur the local economy, 
particularly in rural areas, create large scale 
employment and encourage farmers and others to 
bring degraded areas under tree cover that, in turn, 
will augment production of a multitude ecosystem 
services for the benefit of the country,” the CPWD 
said in an office memorandum.

The CPWD is the government’s largest 
construction agency and it executes major projects 
of the Centre as well as the state governments. The 
CPWD also looks after the maintenance of central 
government buildings and erecting fences on the 
country’s international borders, among others. The 
decision to revoke the ban came after the Union 
Environment ministry asked the department to 
remove the ban, saying it will create demand for 
wood-based industries that would spur the local 
economy and create large scale employment.

For news in details, visit www.surfacesreporter.com

Central Public Works 
Department (CPWD) 
revokes Ban on Timber

InDIAn InSTITuTE oF ARChITECTS 
CAllS FoR CoMPlETE BoyCoTT oF 
ChInESE GooDS & SERvICES 

The Indian Institute of Architects (IIA), the national body 
of architects in the country has urged its members and the 
entire architectural fraternity & its associates to completely 
boycott of Chinese goods & services. This action was taken 

in the wake China’s military aggression along the LAC in Eastern 
Ladakh. 

Recently the Surat chapter of CREDAI urged its members to boycott 
the use of building materials imported from China (Read about it at 
surfacesreporter.com). Also CAIT has called for boycott of Chinese 
goods, listing 450 imported items. At present, India imports about Rs 
5.25 lakh crore, ie $ 70 billion, worth of goods annually from China.

A number of industry association are calling for a pragmatic 
approach and see to it that actions taken hurt China the most.  
A call for complete boycott of Chinese goods & services is one 
amongst many.

Detailed news in www.surfacesreporter.com, get to know what Mr 
Divya Kush, the President of IIa, said to its over 20,000 members
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CABInET APPRovES 
AFFoRDABlE REnTAl 
houSInG DEvEloPMEnT 
FoR uRBAn MIGRAnTS   

all states will also be asked to develop such 
products and encourage private partnerships. 
The move will not just regularise the rental 
housing market across the country, but it will 
also add another asset class to be considered 
by developers at large. 

Many developers have significant land 
parcels both within the cities as well as their 
peripheries – the latter land parcels being 
prime candidates for affordable housing, 
including rental housing. However, low 
yields are likely to be a major deterrent for 
attracting private participation. Even while 
funding for such projects is said to be given 
at concessional rates, it may still be unviable 
for developers who have bought land within 
city limits at steep prices earlier on. Even 
while the government has tried to address 
these deterrents and provide benefits and 
incentives, we will have to wait and watch and 
see how this move can mobilize the interest 
from the industry.

TO READ MORE SUCH NEWS, DOWNLOAD ANDROID APP OF SURFACES REPORTER  
WWW.SURFACESREPORTER.COM

The Union Cabinet took a landmark 
decision by giving its approval to the 
affordable Rental Housing Complexes 
(aRHC), which is a sub-scheme 

under the Pradhan Mantri awas yojana- for 
urban migrants and the poor. It also fulfils the 
government’s ambitious ‘Housing for all by 
2022’ initiative. 

As per this scheme, the government-funded 
housing in urban cities will be made livable by 
repair, renovate and maintenance of rooms and 
filling up other infrastructure gaps, including 
road, sanitation, sewer, water, etc. It’s indeed a 
praiseworthy move by the government as it  
is estimated that it will benefit more than 
3,50,000 people. 

The scheme is clearly an attempt to bridge the 
shortfall of dwelling units across the country. The 
absence of affordable rental housing in major 
cities has led to mass traumatization within 
the migrants that had zero income during the 
lockdown. Thus, the government had to shift 
gears of their Housing for All initiative and 
include affordable rental housing as part of it.

SR News Bulletin
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The Welspun Group has recently finished work of its 
maiden 110-acre project in Bhiwandi that entails an 
estimated investment of INR 900 CR and has a Grade 
A warehousing park with a potential leasable area of 

approximately 3.2 MM sqft. 

Welspun One has also entered into an MoU with the 
State Government of Maharashtra under the Magnetic 
Maharashtra Initiative for this project, which is in advanced 
stages of receiving necessary approvals under the Integrated 
Logistics Parks (ILP) policy of the State of Maharashtra; making 
it one the first of its kind fully compliant projects in Bhiwandi. 
This development will create an upwards of 2700 multi-level job 
opportunities.

Mr. anshul Singhal, Managing Director, Welspun One 
says, “We have a customer-first approach in everything we do. 
Owing to our clear understanding of our customers’ dynamically 
evolving logistical needs, our park in Bhiwandi is well suited to 
meet the requirements of a large number of end-users including 
e-commerce, 3PL, FMCG/FMCD, modern retail, pharma and 
thus far has been very well received by large occupiers. We are also 
seeing significant interest from international and private equity 
investors, both at the project and overall platform level; due to the 
fact that we are launching our first project in a short span of time 
since inception while parallelly building a robust team that can 
deliver Grade A projects across India.”

The promoter’s equity obligations towards the project have been 
met in the form of land, the market value of which is estimated 
to be INR 350 CR. 

The project is being developed in phases with the necessary 
financing already tied-up in principal, alongside a construction 
loan that will be converted into a “lease Rental Discounting” 
(LRD) facility on completion of each phase. 

Welspun group ForAys Into  
WArehousIng WIth 110-Acre logIstIcs 
pArk estImAted 900 cr In BhIWAndI       

By pioneering innovative infrastructure and embracing best-
in-class norms, this development is acclaimed to be one of 
India’s first logistics parks that are equipped for COVID-19 and 
other such events that could affect park operations. With pre-
construction planning and design already in place, the park 
will be operational by Q4 of 2021. To know more about the 
Park features & facilities, visit www.surfacesreporter.com
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Forestry Innovation Consulting India Pvt. ltd., 
which is a wholly-owned subsidiary of FII, Canada, 
also known as Canadian Wood has vigorously 
encouraged the use of wood sourced from the 

sustainably managed forests in B.C., Canada. Through 
educational seminars and training workshops, Canadian 
Wood always aware others about its wood species, specific 
applications, and appropriate methods of use. With the 
Covid-19 scenario posing limitations of social engagement, 
the company is hosting a series of educational webinars. 
In the first webinar on ‘Wood in Structural use: Features 
and Benefits’, Canadian Wood tells about the rising interest 
in the utilization of wood in structural applications, post 
its engagement with woodworking companies in India on 
demo projects. The company further informed about the 
showcasing of the two wooden houses on its booth at the 
India wood show in March 2020.

Recently, Canadian Wood hosted its second webinar, 
involving a more advanced sharing of knowledge - this 
time on ‘Wood in Structural use (II) - Building Techniques’ 
wherein as the title suggests the emphasis was on the detailing 
involved in different styles and techniques of building with 
wood.

Commenting on the webinar, Mr. Pranesh Chhibber, 
Country Director, FII India, stated, “With social distancing 
here to stay for some time, Canadian Wood will continue 
its series of ‘webinars’ as an important tool to leverage for 
knowledge sharing and staying connected with our target 
audience. Going forward you can look forward to webinars on 
different topics involving the use of wood i.e. furniture, doors/

Wood In structurAl use -  
BuIldIng technIques

windows & door/window frames manufacturing, interior, and 
outdoor applications and many others.”

In the second webinar, Peter Bradfield, a technical advisor 
at Canadian Wood presented to the audience different styles, 
methods, and details on building with wood. Building methods 
such as Tongue & Groove (T&G), Wood Frame Construction 
(WFC), Posts-and-Beams, and Hybrid style which is using 
wood in tandem with local stone/bricks were demonstrated to 
the audience.

Benefits and features associated with every style of the building 
were also elaborated upon in the webinar while highlighting the 
associated best practices. 

TO READ MORE SUCH NEWS, DOWNLOAD ANDROID APP OF SURFACES REPORTER  
WWW.SURFACESREPORTER.COM
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Although the government has lifted the lockdown, 
still there are many companies who are planning 
to make Work From Home a permanent state of 
work. However, due to the crunch of space at home, 

people have started asking the architects to build home offices 
essentially. After three months of working from home (WFH), 
many construction companies decided to alter the floor plans 
to include an office. The CEOs and entrepreneurs are growing 
fonder of the concept. They are asking to reduce parking space 
or other outdoorsy places to make room for the home office. 
The employees also are not far behind.

“Zoom calling is becoming a regular thing now, I see people 
struggling for good internet connection, and they are struggling 
to find a good background and kids shouting. So I think the 
luxury of space will definitely create that workspace in their 
homes and if it’s small Apartment or even if it’s a small studio, 
people will require that”, recognized ar Bobby Mukherji, from 
Bobby Mukherji & associates in an exclusive webinar with 
SURFACES REPORTER (SR).

After many successful webinars, SR has also realized that people 
need a dedicated workspace at home. The dining tables, beds, 
or sofas are unexpectable as a permanent WFH solution post-

In the wake of COVID-19 outbreak, when every industry is 
giving more preference to digital platforms, how can one 
of the top-notch Plywood-makers of the country- Century 
Plyboards (India) lag behind? Recently, the brand forayed 

into e-commerce collaborating with Flipkart. 

CenturyPly said, initially the offerings under brands like Club 
Prime, Sainik 710, and Sainik MR will be exclusively available 
for consumers in Bangalore, Hyderabad, and Chennai. Scaling 
up to cities can be done in the near future.

The move is expected to “open a lot of opportunities for both 
sellers and buyers”.

This is a first of its kind association where a leading building 
material company of the country has stepped into the 
e-commerce service to leverage the spike in online shopping 
and digital consumption in COVID-19 time.

For more news, visit www.surfacesreporter.com

ArchItects see spIke In demAnd 
For home oFFIces   

century plyBoArds collABorAtes WIth 
e-commerce gIAnt FlIpkArt

lockdown. Many construction companies have already decided 
to change the floor plans to include an office. The demand for 
soundproofing rooms has risen as well since lockdown. What 
are the other demands of the people and what changes can we see 
in the interior design to make WFH a viable long term option? 
Check out the complete news at www.surfacesreporter.com.
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AIr FIlter thAt cAn kIll coronAvIrus 
he Researchers from the University of 
Houston, in collaboration with Medistar & 
others has created a new air filter containing 
commercially available nickel foam, to 
catch and kill the Coronavirus (SaRS-
CoV-2) responsible for COVID-19. It is said 
that the filter is so effective that it can trap 
and kill the virus instantly.

In a research paper published in the 
Materials today Physics, the researchers 
described how the virus tests at the 
Galveston National Laboratory found 99.8% 
of the novel SARS-CoV-2, was killed in 
a single pass through a filter made from 
commercially available nickel foam heated to 
200 degrees Centigrade, or about 392 degrees 
Fahrenheit. 

It also killed 99.9% of the anthrax spores in 
testing at the national lab, which is run by 
the University of Texas Medical Branch. So, 
this filter could prove to be a boon to stop the 
spread of COVID-19. Since coronavirus can 
remain in the air for about three hours and 
cannot survive 70 degrees Centigrade, the 
researchers devised a plan to create a heated 
filter to quickly remove the virus from the air.

“This filter could be useful in airports and 
in airplanes, in office buildings, schools and 
cruise ships to stop the spread of COVID-19,” 

said Ren anderson, MD Chair, Professor of 
Physics at UH and co-corresponding author 
for the paper.

“Its ability to help control the spread of the 
virus could be very useful for society.” Medistar 
executives are also proposing a desk-top 
model, capable of purifying the air in an 
office worker’s immediate surroundings,  
he said.

This filter is also helpful in controlling 
the spread of the virus in air conditioned 
spaces. A prototype was built by a local 
workshop and first tested at Ren’s lab for the 
relationship between voltage/current and 
temperature; it then went to the Galveston 
lab to be tested for its ability to kill the virus. 
Ren said it satisfies the requirements for 
conventional heating, ventilation and air 
conditioning (HVAC) systems.

The researchers have called for a phased roll-
out of the air filter, “beginning with high-
priority venues, where essential workers 
are at elevated risk of exposure, mainly 
hospitals, schools and health care facilities, 
as well as public transit environs such as 
airplanes).” They believe the novel device 
will both improve safety for frontline workers 
in essential industries and allow nonessential 
workers to return to public work spaces. 

T

TO READ MORE SUCH NEWS, DOWNLOAD ANDROID APP OF SURFACES REPORTER  
WWW.SURFACESREPORTER.COM
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founder of Peacock Life  
The orange Lane

Surfaces Reporter  |  Spaces & Material Poetries

Shabnam Gupta

Shabnam Gupta is the creative genius behind many iconic celebrity homes,  
remarkable commercial projects and unconventional interiors across India. The 
ace and multi-award winning interior designer, Shabnam Gupta has racked up an 
impressive portfolio of celeb homes such as that of Kangana Ranaut, Raveena Tandon, 
Parineeti Chopra, Rani Mukherji, Tanuja Chandra, Aditya Roy Kapoor, Bijon Das Gupta 
and Irrfan Khan. She is also the principal designer of architectural and interior design 
firm, ‘The Orange Lane’ and the founder of ‘Peacock life’- a retail venture providing a 
range of designer furniture, lifestyle and décor products.

M a h a r a s h t r a  
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the house  
by shabnaM Gupta 

Where nature and art blend attractively

a project by shabnam Gupta

he clients, a creative couple, wanted a space 
which was formal, with a lived-in feel. They had 
visualized a space which was earthy and close to 
nature in as many ways possible. A contemporary 
cloth with an eclectic weave going through its 
every thread, this space eventually shaped up 
 ‘as a home close to paradise’. T
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The home is  
infused with art,  

art pieces, creative  
touches and burst  

of colours.
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Art, Art EvErywhErE!
The reason as to why it was concluded being and 
artist’s paradise;  the clients were well-travelled 
couple whose love for discovering new places, 
cultures and hunger for creativity inclined spaces 
needed to be fulfilled. The house had to exude 
the passion for creativity in art, applications, wall 
treatments and artifacts. 
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The lady of the house envisioned a home 
full of art, art pieces, creative touches and 
burst of colours. Her love and knowledge for 
world art and design, and her thirst for Indian 
ethnicity helped us combine the eclectic 
design sensibilities with personal touches 
from her. 

hArmonious And trAnquil
Stylized interiors were a pre-requisite for the 
client along with a balance of warmth and 
tranquility. The final concept came about 
from the synthesis of modern contemporary 
with eclectic design sensibilities along with 
muted toned down colours, vibrant fabrics 
and linear furniture. 

The final concept came about 
from the synthesis of modern 
contemporary with eclectic 
design sensibilities.
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design sTudio

G u j a r a t

Surfaces Reporter  |  Spaces & Material Poetries

manoj patel 

Established by Manoj Patel in 2015, ‘mAnoJ 
PAtEl dEsiGn studio’ (mPds) is a design firm that 
majorly focuses on sustainable building designs 
and restyling of the space with contemporary 
elucidation for design through exploration of 
waste and recyclable materials. Manoj Patel 
has been honoured and awarded for various 
acknowledgments by PAN INDIA, including  
“young Practice of the year” by Institute of Indian 
Interior Designers – IIID, lEXus dEsiGn AwArd indiA. 
His several projects have also been recognized and 
published by international publications.

Fashion boutique 
CraFted out oF reCyCled 

Materials

a project by Manoj patel

hile designing the interior of a fashion 
boutique in Vadodara, Gujarat, Manoj 
Patel Design Studio showcased an 
innovative way of thinking about the 
waste materials- embracing the old to 
create the new. The firm has reinvigorated 
the waste materials through creative 
involvement and arranged them in a new 
conceptualized framework.W
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Material selection room with utilizing of existing window shutter as 
racks with complimenting floor mosaics and ceiling graphics.
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A vAst PAlEttE of mAtEriAls
The studio features a very appealing interior with all 
sorts of recycled materials. For the project, materials 
were chosen in a palette of contrasting tones: waste clay 
roof tiles, waste beer bottles, damaged flooring tiles, 
recycled window shutters, unused sample tiles, fabric 
waste, waste metal rings and mirror-clad. At the same 
time, the quality of these materials provides longevity 
with aesthetics. 

The layout of this women’s retail studio combines two 
rooms across in graphics and material frames, giving 
different perspective when viewed from any edge.

The use of recycled materials makes this a cost-
effective and environment responsive project 

For the project, materials were 
chosen in a palette of contrasting 
tones: waste clay roof tiles, waste 
beer bottles, damaged flooring 
tiles, recycled window shutters, 
unused sample tiles, fabric waste, 
waste metal rings and mirror-clad.

Reusing of abundant waste beer 
bottles depicting boutique element 
in 3 different color visuals.  
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Project Details

Architect: Manoj Patel Design Studio

site Area: 350 square feet

Client: Shefali’s studio

location of the Project: Vadodara; Gujarat, India.

Credits: design team: design team : Ar. manoj Patel, shivani 

tamboli, Aishwarya Gupte, sonu, devanshi and manali  

Clay Cladding: tarachand Prajapati

Photographs: tejas shah photography 

alongside making it ideal for designing and cladding 
optical interior surfaces for pleasing ambience.

One’s attention is easily captured through the entrance 
gateway that wraps in two dark contrasting colours 
with a random pattern of mosaic bubbles leading to the 
central display area.

Reusing of waste clay tile pieces adds texture with some 
dramatic effect resembling the floor and ceiling interiors. 
Custom made earthy textured patterns on varied walls, 
refers to Indian saree Palav. And the ornamental Toran in 
the interior enhances the beauty of the boutique with the 
illusion of lights.

One of the hanging areas depicts an accent wall backdrop 
executed by reclaiming glass bottles giving a reflection 

Making use of sample tiles into the 
dressing room which are artistically 
converted into fabric patterns.

Space between 2 rooms 
executed from mounted 

waste clay tiles by adding 
mirror clad forms different  

composition element.
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of a necklace. The firm has assigned a new function to the 
reused shutter windows in monochrome theme, which adds 
an element to the display inside the material selection area.

Old seating is altered into a new outlook by reclaiming the 
fabrics available from the fashion designer. Old table legs are 
finely used as door handles and central hangings connecting 
with thin metal pipes. The geometry of circular rings 
overlaps one another forming a floral hook ends for hanging. 

The arrangement of 2 mirrors, placed asymmetrically, 
creates an opportunity for two persons to access them 
simultaneously for viewing. The damaged tiles are 
meticulously punctuated as mosaics and inserted in floral 
patterns giving a stunning touch to the visual and contrasting 
concepts for the flooring.

one’s attention is easily 
captured through the entrance 
gateway that wraps in two 
dark contrasting colours with 
a random pattern of mosaic 
bubbles leading to the central 
display area.
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These varied traditional and scrap materials have been 
exceptionally reused to change the monotonous boutique into 
elements of visual connectivity through compositions. The entire 
transformation attracts customers to the boutique and provides 
them unique experience while the distinctiveness of it instills the 
young boutique owner with a new form of energy. 

Earthy textured of unused tiles adds unique 
backdrop arranged to create saree palav pattern.

Crafted detail of mirror with clay tile pieces as artwork

A new perspective for reusing scrap materials 
as every detail for the boutique interiors. 
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The most anticipated temple architecture of the decade, 
Ram Mandir of Ayodhya is set to start its construction under 
a legendary architect Chandrakant B Sompura of Sompura 
Temple Architecture, Ahmedabad. SURFACES REPORTER 

found some interesting details about the architect.

The ArchiTecT 
behind rAm Temple 

AyodhyA

SR Article
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n August 5, 2020, the 
Prime Minister of India, 
Narendra Modi have laid a 
symbolic silver brick in the 
sanctum sanctorum which 
is the inner sanctuary of 
the temple site.

He is 78 years old, 15th generation of the family of Chandrakant B Sompura 
architects that have designed over 200 such structures, including the 
Akshardham, 108 Bhaktivihar, and Somnath temples of Gujarat.

It is said, when the architect went to recce 
the site of the temple several years back, 
there was a lot of security so he had to 
disguise and enter the premise in the form 
of a devotee. Commenting on the events of 
Ashok Singhal approaching Ar Sompura 
three decades ago, Ashish Sompura shared, 
“They met and discussed its construction 
and then went to Ayodhya to survey the 
land. Since the security there was tight, my 
father had to disguise himself as a devotee 
and measure the area with his footsteps to 
make the master plan”. Temple AreA- 10 Acres Temple Complex-57 Acres

161  
Feet

ConSTruCTion period- 3 YeArs

STyle of ArCHiTeCTure- NAgArA

numBer of domeS- 5 Domes

numBer of pillArS-360
shikhArA

gArbh grihA

kuDu mANDAp

NritYA mANDAp

rANg mANDAp

16 FeetwiDth  

oF stAirs
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The Ram temple will be built in the Nagara 
style of architecture. Of the different styles 
of temple architecture in India, the Nagara 
architecture of northern India and the 
Dravidian architecture of southern India 
are most common. The Ram Temple will 
comprise of three stories with pillars and 
domes. It will be double the size of the 
previous planned design, as revamped by 
the supreme Court of India, on the holy 
ground of the birth of lord Ram, spread 
over 5 acres.

sampura temple Architecture has 
started designing the temple around 
30 years back. Chandrakant Sompura 
is the grandson of Padmashree 
Prabhashankarbhai Oghadbhai, who 
had designed the Akshardham temple in 
Gandhinagar and Somnath Temple known 
as Somnath Maha Meru Prasad.

Chandrakant Sompura has designed 
131 temples, along with his sons. This 
includes the Swami Narayan Temple in 
Gandhinagar, Ambaji Temple in Palanpur 
and several others. The Ram Temple 
would be continuity on a greater scale, 
of immense values in life as cherished on 
getting Best Architect of the year 1997 
award by the architect.

The ram Temple project is being taken 
care by two of the youngest members 
of this clan, nikhil Sompura (55) and 
Ashish Sompura (49), under the wings of 
their father Chandrakant Sompura (78), 
who now works from home due to his 
age and ongoing CoVid19 pandemic.
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The Artisans and Architects involved in the 
construction of temples of Nagar shaily (Nagara 
style) hail from communities associated with 
respective style. In Northern India, the sompuras 
are involved in designing and building mostly 
Nagar style of temples, clearly being the 
descendents of Prabhashankar, the learned 
protagonist of the same.

Based on Architect Sompura’s design, artisans 
have been working in several locations, carving 

The legendary 
Sompura Temple 

architect also holds 
its Guinness Book 
of world record for 
his creation of Shri 
Akshar purshottam 

Swaminarayan 
Temple at london.

the stones for the temple construction. 
According to the architect, early 
40 percent of the stone carvings 
have been completed and he is 
confident that the construction will 
be completed within 24 to 30 months 
after the foundation has been laid. 
Larsen and Toubro is appointed for 
the construction of the largest temple 
of the Hindu deity Ram in the city of 
Ayodhya in northern India.
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Neri OxmaN: 
material ecOlOgy

rom tree bark and crustacean shells to silkworm webs and 
human breaths, nature has had a significant impact on Neri 
Oxman’s innovative design and production processes. Oxman 
is a professor of media arts and sciences at the MIT Media 
Lab, where she founded and directs The Mediated Matter 
Group. She has coined the term “material ecology” to explain 
her process of bringing together materials science, digital 
fabrication technologies, and organic design to produce 
techniques and objects informed by the structural, systemic, 
and aesthetic wisdom of nature.

Throughout her twenty years career, Oxman has developed not 
only new ways of thinking about materials, objects, buildings, 
and construction methods, but also new frameworks for 
interdisciplinary—and even interspecies— collaborations.

The Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) housed “Neri Oxman: Material Ecology”, 
an exhibition featuring the work of architect, designer, and inventor Neri Oxman. 

Surfaces Reporter (SR) takes you to an exclusive tour of the exhibition. Write your 
comments to us at press@surfacesreporter.com.

All Images Courtesy: The Museum of Modern Arts and MoMA

Installation view of Neri Oxman: Material Ecology, The Museum of Modern Art, New York
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The exhibition includes seven major projects that Oxman has 
created in the course of her 20-year career. Through her work, 
Oxman has pioneered not only new ideas for materials, objects, 
buildings, and construction processes, but also frameworks for 
interdisciplinary—and interspecies—collaborations.

Neri Oxman at MoMA was organized by Paola Antonelli, 
Senior Curator, Department of Architecture and Design, and 
Director, Research & Development; and Anna Burckhardt, 
Curatorial Assistant, Department of Architecture and Design, 
The Museum of Modern Art. 

Integrating computational form-generation with in-depth 
research of natural phenomena and behaviours, material 
ecology operates at the intersection of biology, engineering, 
and materials- and computer science. The configuration of 
the bark of birch trees, the characteristics of crustaceans’ 
shells, the behaviour of silkworms, the expressions of 
melanin, or the flow of human breath have generated new 
design and production processes. 

While each research project is individually groundbreaking, 
taken as a group, they constitute a new philosophy of designing 
and making—and even unmaking—the world around us. 

The projects selected for the exhibition are a demo for a 
library of originally conceived materials and processes that 
will in the future be available to all architects and designers. 

Each project was displayed alongside videos that highlighted the 
science behind it and its production process. The objects and 
structures are all designed as if grown—no assembly required. 
Together, these projects celebrate a new age in which biology, 
architecture, and design join forces to build the future. 

The centrepiece of the exhibition was Oxman’s silk Pavilion 
II, a site-specific commission on view for the first time at The 
Museum of Modern art, which continues Oxman’s research 
on the relationship between digital and biological fabrication 
at the architectural scale, which she initiated in 2013. 

Harnessing silkworms’ ability to generate a 3-D cocoon 
out of a single silk thread, Oxman and her research group 
created the overall geometry of a geodesic dome by using 
an algorithm that assigns a single continuous thread across 
patches providing various degrees of density. 

A swarm of 6,500 silkworms were positioned at the bottom rim 
of the robotically manufactured initial structure, composed of 
non-woven silk patches, and they were tasked with filling the 

DeriveD from shrimp shells anD fallen leaves, these 
materials are 3-D printeD by a robot, shapeD by water anD 

augmenteD with natural pigments to create bio-compatible 
composites with functional mechanical, chemical anD 

optical property graDients. 

architect and designer neri oxman 
is the sony corporation career 

Development professor and associate 
professor of media arts and sciences 

at the mit media lab, where she 
founded and directs the mediated 

matter research group. she has coined 
the term “material ecology” to explain 

her process of bringing together 
materials science, digital fabrication 

technologies, and organic design 
to produce techniques and objects 

informed by the structural, systemic, 
and aesthetic wisdom of nature.
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gaps. The overall density variation of the final structure was 
informed by the silkworm itself, which was deployed almost 
as a biological printer. Unlike accepted procedures in the silk 
industry, this project demonstrated a novel process by which 
silk cocoons are not boiled and the silkworms metamorphose 
normally while pupating, hatching, and laying eggs, enabling 
the construction of additional pavilions. 

Seven years later, Oxman illustrated how the dynamics of this 
small and unique insect can influence rather than simply add 
to architectural forms, drawing from observations of their 
behaviour to create a structure that guides both movement and 
silk deposition. In other words, the silkworm can act not only 
as construction worker, but as architect. 

Other projects in the exhibition included aguahoja (2018), 
which deploys some of the most abundant biomaterials on 
our planet, such as cellulose, chitin, calcium carbonate, 
cornstarch, and pectin. Derived from shrimp shells and fallen 
leaves, these materials are 3-D printed by a robot, shaped by 
water and augmented with natural pigments to create bio-
compatible composites with functional mechanical, chemical 
and optical property gradients. 

They can be used to digitally produce structures and objects 
that embody the lightness and flexibility—as well as the 
biodegradability—of leaves and wings; and the toughness of 
seashells, varying in size from millimetres to meters. 

During use, these aspects allow the structure to communicate 
with and respond to its environment; once obsolete, it 
biodegrades, dissociating to its molecular components to fuel 
new growth. 

Among the other projects in the exhibition are glass I and II 
(2015 and 2017) and Totems (2019). glass I and II are created 
through a high-fidelity, large-scale, additive manufacturing 
technology for 3-D printing optically transparent glass structures 
at architectural dimensions—in essence, a 3-D printer for the 
type of glass usually employed to harness solar energy.  

glass i and ii (2015 and 2017) are  
created through a high-fidelity, large-scale, 
additive manufacturing technology for 3-D 

printing optically transparent glass structures 
at architectural dimensions—in essence, a 3-D 
printer for the type of glass usually employed 

to harness solar energy. 

Installation view of Neri Oxman: Material Ecology

Neri Oxman and The Mediated Matter Group. Vespers. 2018. Series 1, 
Mask 5, front view. Designed for The New Ancient Collection. Curated 
and 3-D printed by Stratasys.
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harnessing silkworms’ ability 
to generate a 3-D cocoon out of 
a single silk thread, oxman and 
her research group created the 
overall geometry of a geodesic 

dome by using an algorithm 
that assigns a single continuous 
thread across patches providing 

various degrees of density. 

 Installation view of Neri Oxman: Material Ecology

Neri Oxman and 
The Mediated 
Matter Group. 
Totems. 2018. 
Produced by 
Stratasys, Ltd. 
Totems has been 
3-D printed to 
include six distinct 
liquid channels 
and pockets. Each 
pocket contains 
melanin from a 
different species, 
from bird to 
cuttlefish.

Installation view of Neri Oxman: Material Ecology
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the research at the core of this 
work fuses digital fabrication and 
design computation with chemical 

reaction dynamics. 

A large-scale architectural proposal for an environmentally 
responsive, melanin-infused glass structure is part of a 
long-term project initiated by Design Indaba, a yearly design 
conference in Cape Town, South Africa.

Totems speculates upon designers’ abilities to chemically 
synthesize melanin—the pigment of life—and program its 
interaction across scales and species. The first prototype, 
commissioned as part of the XXII Triennale di Milano 
Broken Nature: Design Takes on Human survival 
(2019), also curated by Paola antonelli, demonstrates 
melanin production at an architectural scale for specific 
environmental contexts. 

The research at the core of this work fuses digital 
fabrication and design computation with chemical 
reaction dynamics. 

Each object is designed as a column—a chemical totem—
and initiated with tyrosinase, an enzyme from a mushroom 
whose reaction allows for melanin to be synthesized. 

 Neri Oxman and The Mediated Matter Group. Aguahoja I. 2018. The Aguahoja Artifacts Display: A catalog of material experiments 
spanning four years of research shows the range of aesthetics and behaviors we have been able to elicit in medium-to-large-scale prints 
via performative geometric toolpaths, generative design, bio-composite distributions, and variable fabrication parameters. 

Neri Oxman and The Mediated Matter Group. Silk 
Pavilion. 2013. A Bombyx mori silkworm deposits silk 
fiber on a digitally fabricated scaffolding structure. 
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